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METHODOLOGY
In 2014, Transparency International EU published
the first overall assessment of the EU’s integrity
system, based on the National Integrity System
(NIS) assessments. This aimed to evaluate the
strengths and weaknesses of the formal integrity
framework of different institutions and then
assess its use in practice with a view to making
recommendations for improvement. The 2014
EUIS study – the EU Integrity System (EUIS) –
analysed the 10 main EU bodies dealing with
integrity, namely the European Parliament, the
European Commission, the Council of the EU, the
European Council, the Court of Justice of the EU,
the European Court of Auditors, the European
Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF), Europol, Eurojust and the
European Ombudsman.
This report is one of three updates Transparency
International EU is publishing in 2020, providing a
deeper analysis of the transparency, accountability
and integrity of the EU’s three main institutions: the
European Parliament, the European Commission
and the Council of the EU. These studies
focus on reforms of the past years and make
recommendations on how to further the legitimacy
of decision-making, focusing on transparent
procedures, participative democracy and an
effective management of conflicts of interests.
The studies are based on academic literature,
desk research and interviews with policy-makers.
To verify and deepen our research, we conducted
structured interviews with a number of Commission
services, including units in the Directorate-General
Human Resources dealing with staff ethics,
authorisations for activities during leave on personal
grounds, ethics declarations and disciplinary
proceedings, internal whistleblower protection and
the Internal Disciplinary Office of the Commission,

(IDOC); as well as, within the Secretariat-General
of the Commission, units dealing with the
transparency register, access to documents,
document registration, lobby transparency and the
code of conduct for members of the Commission.
We are grateful to the Commission for its
cooperation and openness in the research for this
study, and its readiness to make its staff available
for interviews, written questions and review. Any
mistakes are the responsibility of the authors alone
and do not reflect the views of the people who have
been consulted externally, either through interviews
or our feedback and review process.
Transparency International EU would like to thank
everyone who provided input, feedback and
comment on this study, in particular our colleagues
in the International Secretariat in Berlin and the
members of the project’s Advisory Group:
3 Mario Monti — Former EU Commissioner and
former Prime Minister of Italy
3 Reinhard Priebe — Former Director, European
Commission
3 Emilio de Capitani — Former Head of the Civil
Liberties Committee Secretariat, European
Parliament
3 Jean Paul Jacqué — Former Director in the Legal
Service, Council of the EU
3 Alberto Alemanno — Professor of European
Union Law & Policy, HEC Paris
3 Lisbeth Kirk Iversen — Founder, EU Observer
3 Monique Goyens — Director General, European
Consumer Organisation (BEUC)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is an in-depth review of the European
Commission’s transparency in terms of
administrative procedures, legislative transparency,
lobby transparency, and its integrity with a focus on
rules governing conflicts of interest and revolving
doors for Commissioners and staff.
The study provides an update after Transparency
International EU’s 2014 assessment of the EU
integrity system and comes as part of a three-part
series encompassing the European Commission,
the Council of the EU, and the European Parliament.
The European Commission is the EU’s central
government administration. As EU integration
proceeds, it is dealing with ever-increasing
responsibilities and expectations, and has of
late branded itself as a ‘political’ or ‘geopolitical’
Commission. The discretion the Commission has
in the pursuit of its priorities inevitably leads to a
tension with its role as independent regulator and
enforcer of EU law as so-called ‘Guardian of the
Treaty’.
The Commission cooperated with our research
team and made key staff available for interviews
and a review of our findings. This is in line with
our overall finding of an institution that is farther
advanced in its transparency measures than most
national governments and other EU institutions and
bodies. Nevertheless, for each achievement we also
find areas for improvement and formulate reform
recommendations to bring the Commission into line
with the open and transparent administration the
EU’s Treaties foresee.
Accountability: The accountability relationship to
the Parliament in practice has improved over the
years, with improved scrutiny of Commissioners
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by Parliament and institutionalised coordination
of political priorities. Nevertheless, Parliament still
cannot compel Commissioners into hearings, and
lacks a right of legislative initiative. Accountability to
the Council may have strengthened of late with the
failure of the so-called Spitzenkandidaten-process
in 2019.
Administrative transparency: The Commission
publishes a vast number of documents and
data, but the sheer amounts have developed into
challenge. The sprawl of document registers is
intended to be unified via a one-stop-shop interface
to be introduced by 2023. More recently adopted
registers point in the right direction, with a website
listing upcoming Commission initiatives noted for its
user-friendliness and accessible structure.
Access to documents: A major shortcoming
in transparency are very frequent delays in the
processing of access to document requests lodged
by the public. Commission responses are also
perceived as restrictive. In this area, we have a
number of recommendations that can hopefully be
addressed via the introduction of a new document
management systems slated for 2021.
Lobby transparency: The Commission in 2014
became the first large central government
administration to publish the meetings of its political
decision-makers with lobbyists, and to require
their prior registration on the EU Transparency
Register. Six years on, we still see too many
hiccups in implementation, especially at the level of
Commissioners. The vast majority of Commission
decision-makers, including Deputy DirectorsGeneral, Directors, and Heads of Unit, do not have
to publish their lobby meetings, and may even meet
with unregistered lobbyists.

Transparency Register: Making meetings
conditional on lobbyists’ registration, as well as
publishing lobby meetings, is necessary for all
three of the EU’s main legislative institutions.
Following recent improvements from the European
Parliament, we call on all three institutions to extend
these principles to all staff. In the run-up to a new
interinstitutional agreement to be adopted by the
three institutions in 2021, the offer from the Council
to include only the two top officials from each
country’s Permanent Representations every 13
years is nowhere near sufficient.
Legislative transparency: The Commission is noted
for its accessibility and emphasis on public and
stakeholder consultations in the preparation of
its legislative initiatives. We analysed a number of
improvements made in recent years on the scope
of consultation as well as transparency on who is
consulted. Nevertheless, especially when it comes
to Expert Groups managed by the Commission,
as well as technical ‘comitology committees’
composed of Member State representatives, it is
still too difficult to follow meetings and processes.
The politicisation of technical policy processes
has brought with it the requirement of greater
transparency and accountability, as we show in
our analysis of delegated and implementing acts,
stakeholder consultations, and the better regulation
agenda.
Ethics framework for Commissioners: We analysed
the updated Code of Conduct for Commissioners
and its implementation with regard to revolving door
cases, following the move of former Commission
President Barroso to Goldman Sachs upon expiry
of the then 18-month cooling off period. While this
period has been lengthened, and the Independent
Ethical Committee has been strengthened in

particular thanks to the publication of all of its
opinions, the framework has shortcomings as the
Committee relies on the President’s initiative and
cannot conduct investigations on its own accord.
Rules for Commission staff: Rules for staff are in
place and detailed guidance is newly available.
Awareness of ethics rules is higher than in the
Parliament or Council. Nevertheless, while the rules
are clear and have recently been strengthened, we
find too many examples of Commission officials
running the risk of severe conflicts of interest in the
posts they take up while they are on unpaid leave
or shortly after leaving the service. The issue here
is with the implementation of the revolving door
rules, and with the lack of transparency on the
conditions imposed on officials, which can limit
their effectiveness. Either way, the reputation of the
institution is put at risk by these cases.
Disciplinary framework: In efforts to create a
culture of integrity, the Commission may need to
do more on cases of conflicts of interest, fraud,
and harassment uncovered in its ranks. The
Commission’s disciplinary boards should make
fuller use, and more readily, of the sanctions at its
disposal, as credible enforcement of the ethics
rules.
Whistleblowing rules: The current set of
whistleblower procedures and protections
are already superior to those of the Council
and Parliament. Nevertheless, and not least
in recognition of the Commission’s role in
championing whistleblower protection throughout
the Union, the Commission should bring its internal
rules into line with the scope and protections set
out in the 2019 Whistleblowing Directive.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Administrative transparency
3 Make databases and registers available through
a single user interface, with an emphasis on userfriendliness and search functionality.
3 Adopt a strategy to ensure a coordinated and
sustained effort across all DGs to increase the
number of proactively published documents, in
particular among those in the register.
3 Speedily complete the joint legislative database
with the Parliament and Council, pursuant to the
2016 Agreement on Better Law-making, ensuring
a user-friendly interface based on the European
Parliament’s legislative observatory, including
the publication of all publicly available Trilogue
documents.
3 Extend the transparent approach to Brexit
negotiations to all trade talks.
3 Stop requiring a postal address for an access to
document request, and publish any document
released pursuant to a request, as is already
done since 2018 by DG SANTE.

Lobbying
3 Establish a mandatory lobby register for the
Parliament, Commission and Council, in which
direct and indirect lobby activities are covered.
3 Require all Commission staff to only meet
registered lobbyists.
3 Publish all meetings with interest representatives
in a centralised database, including meetings
with Commissioners, Cabinets, DGs and lowerlevel officials. Publication of meetings should
specify any legislative dossiers discussed, and
link to the Transparency Register webpage of the
organisation concerned.
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3 Published data should be available in a
centralised website, in a machine-readable
format and linked to other relevant websites and
datasets, such as the legislative Observatory and
the Transparency Register.

Pre-proposal transparency
3 Create a unified interface for better regulation,
based on the register on upcoming initiatives.
3 Introduce automatic, timely and standardised
publication of meetings, agendas, participants
and summaries of expert groups.
3 Take additional steps to ensure balanced
representation of external stakeholders on expert
groups.

Delegated & implementing acts
3 Streamline the procedures applicable to
delegated acts in line with the ‘Common
Understanding on Delegtaed Acts’ from 2016,
including for existing delegated acts, to ease
scrutiny procedures.
3 Introduce automatic, timely and standardised
publication of meetings, agendas, participants
and summaries of comitology meetings.

Code of Conduct for Commissioners
3 The Independent Ethical Committee should
have the right to initiate investigations into any
suspected or reported breach of the Code of
Conduct. Staff resources should be increased to
cope with the additional responsibilities.
3 The Independent Ethical Committee should have
sanctioning powers.

3 Notifications on new professional activities of
former Commissioners’ should be made public
as soon as they are submitted, pending review
by the Independent Ethical Committee.

3 The Commission should ensure that the standard
for conduct in EU institutions is high, including
increased ethical training and awareness-raising.

3 Commission services should conduct proactive
monitoring of new professional activities by
former Commissioners.

Whistleblowing

3 Old declarations of interest of Commissioners
should not be deleted once an update is filed. All
past declarations should remain online.

Rules for Commission staff
3 Declarations of interests submitted by staff
should contain all information on financial
interests and not be limited to information
deemed to be capable of giving rise to a conflict
of interest.
3 Staff on unpaid leave should not be allowed to
take up roles with private businesses in a sector
directly related to their work at the Commission.
In particular, no lobbying or public relations roles
should be permitted.
3 The Commission should make use more readily
of the sanctions at its disposal, including removal
of post, to ensure a culture of integrity.

3 A revision of the Commission’s internal
rules should bring current the whistleblower
protections in line with the provisions of the 2019
directive.
3 Commission services should increase awareness
raising on staff rights and obligations related
to whistleblowing and provide systematic
trainings for management empowered to receive
disclosures.
3 OLAF should have all necessary powers to fulfil
its mission. Its operational independence and
the transparency and integrity of its procedures,
including due process, must be strengthened.

Independent Ethics body
3 In the medium term, all the above monitoring,
support functions and sanction mechanisms
should be the remit of a well-resourced and
independent EU ethics body common to all three
EU institutions.

The Commission is the EU’s executive arm and as such employs around 32,000 staff, which constitutes the majority of EU officials
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The Commission’s Berlaymont headquarters

INTRODUCTION
In 2014, Transparency International provided an
overall assessment of the integrity system of the
European Union, including an in-depth analysis
of the 10 institutions most closely concerned with
integrity good governance and anti-corruption
matters. Five years can be a long time in politics,
and indeed we have witnessed some significant
changes since then, including improved
transparency on the Commission’s meetings
with lobbyists and efforts for a mandatory lobby
register, reforms to its Code of Conduct, financial
regulation, whistleblowing rules, approach to expert
groups, delegated and implementing acts, impact
assessments and better regulation, and a number
of initiatives to increase access to information and
documents.
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One year on from the start of the new Commission
under the leadership of President Ursula von der
Leyen, it is time to take stock of progress achieved,
and identify areas where the Commission needs to
improve further.
To this end, this study will focus on the
accountability of the European Commission,
its administrative and legislative transparency,
and the ethics and integrity rules applicable
to Commissioners and Commission staff, and
make specific reform recommendations where
appropriate.

ACCOUNTABILITY
Guardian of the
Treaties or ‘Political
Commission’?
The independence of the Commission is laid
down in the European Union (EU)’s treaties1 and
is generally carefully guarded to create a central
authority that all Member States can trust.2 The
more large and powerful states are able to exert
pressure on the Commission, the less it can be
relied upon to safeguard the interests of Europe as
a whole.
Our 2014 report on the EU integrity system noted
a trend towards strengthening the agendasetting powers of the Council at the expense
of the Commission,3 with the elevation of the
institutional standing of the European Council
through the Lisbon Treaty4 and through the rise
of intergovernmental policy-making as part of
the Eurozone crisis.5 This is notable from an
accountability perspective, as the circumvention of
the ‘community method’ (where legislative initiative
lies with the Commission while the Council and
Parliament act as co-deciders) vastly reduces
transparency and accountability for the public,
as well as for the Parliament, Court of Auditors,
Ombudsman, the European Anti-Fraud Office
(OLAF) and sometimes even the Court of Justice.
This can go as far as setting up separate legal
entities such as the European Stability Mechanism
outside the EU legal framework.6 It is also notable
from an integrity perspective, in that integrity
safeguards such as declarations of financial
interests or codes of conduct at the Council and
intergovernmental level are uneven or altogether
absent.7

SHIFT SINCE 2014
The debate on the political nature of the
Commission has intensified since Jean-Claude
Juncker described his Commission as “political”
upon assuming its Presidency in 2014, with
President von der Leyen characterising her
Commission as “geopolitical” in 2019. Clearly, the
nature of the Commission’s work has always been
political, at least in part. But framing its work as
such also increases its scope to determine what
initiatives to bring forward.
The Commission already adopts its own work
programme, but according to Article 15 TEU it
needs to follow the broad guidelines set out by the
heads of state and government in the European
Council. Stronger emphasis on the political
legitimacy provided via the Commission’s election
by the European Parliament allows the Commission
greater discretion as opposed to carrying out the
priorities set by Member State governments. An
enhanced cooperation on the forward-looking
agenda has been formalised in an inter-institutional
agreement between the Commission and the
Parliament already in 2010.8
From the very beginning of the Juncker
Commission, the new leadership’s mantra was to
do less, better (see chapter on Better regulation).
In terms of sheer volume, legislative activity has
declined markedly, averaging 60 new laws per year
against an average of 100 new laws per year under
President José Manuel Barroso.9 At the same time,
the portrayal of the Commission as “political” also
puts at risk its more regulatory functions, which
are intended as apolitical, e.g. on the application
of competition law and the deficit rules under the
Stability and Growth Pact, for which the Juncker
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Commission introduced additional flexibility. It has
also facilitated attempts to “cast the Commission
as a partisan actor” in holding the governments
of Poland and Hungary to the EU’s values of
democracy and opening procedures under the EU’s
rule of law mechanism.10 In this sense the “political”
Commission may have helped to focus the agenda
of the Commission, but at the risk of undermining
its regulatory legitimacy in particular when it comes
to its role as enforcer of competition, single market
and rule of law norms.

DISCRETIONARY POWERS
As the ‘guardian of the Treaties’, the Commission
enjoys broad discretionary powers when it comes to
initiating infringement proceedings against Member
States at the Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU) for
failure to correctly apply EU law, or failure to comply
with a CJEU ruling.11 In the case of competition
law,12 the Commission additionally has investigative
powers, including the possibility to inspect private
offices (‘dawn raids’) and access to information.
The fines it can impose go into the billions, up to
an overall cap of ten per cent of annual worldwide
turnover.13 While the Commission is sometimes
accused of politicisation in its competition
enforcement, a recent proposed merger between
French company Alstom and Germany’s Siemens
Rail was blocked by the Commission in spite of
significant multi-level pressure from the French and
German governments, among others.14
At the same time, it is not clear how the
Commission chooses what infringements to pursue,
and what kind of violations of EU law on the part of
Member States it will accept, and based on what
justification. As part of the Juncker Commission’s
ambition to be “bigger on the big things” and
“smaller on the small things”, the Commission is
taking a more strategic approach to infringement
proceedings, emphasising dialogue with highlevel government representatives before taking
legal action.15 The Commission does not lay out
under which circumstances it does not, at present,
pursue infringement cases. Rather, it emphasises
the discretionary nature of Commission decisions
to bring infringement cases to the Courts or not,
and to freely determine the timing.16 This also
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appears to mean that the Commission chooses
which infringement cases to pursue based on their
likelihood of success in Court or depending on
the highest benefits of compliance. In recent years
this strategic approach by the Commission has
also been described as a way to avoid expected
political backlash from Member States, developing
a “tolerance” for rule-breaking by national
governments intended as a “safety valve” for the
stability of the political system as such.17
Complicating efforts to keep track of Commission
use of its discretion in this field, in a 2018
judgment the General Court has confirmed that
the infringement procedure “has characteristics
precluding full transparency being granted in that
field and which therefore has a special position
within the system of access to documents”.18 The
Commission enjoys similar levels of discretion over
which cases to pursue in competition policy and
state-aid, constituting broad areas where a “general
presumption of secrecy” applies.19
An area of particular interest in this regard is the
Commission’s action on corruption and the rule of
law. Following the Commission’s announcement
in 2011 of a biannual EU Anti-Corruption Report,20
a first report was produced in 2014,21 while the
second report was delayed and later shelved,
potentially due to outside pressures.22 Nevertheless
the European Semester and the revamped rule of
law mechanism were not adequate replacements. It
is therefore welcome that, in view of backsliding on
the rule of law in at least two Member States,23 the
Commission has strengthened its work in this area
once more under President von der Leyen, with
annual reports on the rule of law in each country.24

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY
AND EUROPEAN BUDGET
The Commission’s budget is agreed upon by the
Council and the Parliament (as the budgetary
authority), as part of the broader multiannual
financial framework, based on a proposal from the
Commission. Salaries, allowances and pensions of
staff and Commissioners are set by the Council.25
While staff cuts would normally be only the

Commission’s prerogative, within the budgetary
limits set by the other institutions, the 2014 staff
cuts after the great financial crisis of the previous
decade were largely a result of political pressure
from Member States.26
The Commission also administers the broader
EU budget. The departure of the United Kingdom
from the EU has put additional pressure on
the budgetary negotiations between the three
institutions. However, the Coronavirus induced
economic recession during 2020 has prompted an
unprecedented increase in budgetary firepower for
the European Commission, which is tasked to raise
money through common European debt of up to
€750 billion for the Next Generation EU recovery27
and resilience instruments as well as €100 billion for
the short-term work scheme dubbed SURE.28 The
creation of these mechanisms under the auspices
of the Commission, instead of the European
Stability Mechanism or the Eurogroup, signal a
return to the community method in the area of EU
economic governance, which promises higher
levels of transparency and a clearer accountability
framework.29 However, the governance of these
instruments – which have yet to be adopted by
the co-legislators at the time of writing – also
needs to be improved in order to ensure proper
accountability at the EU level, in particular
by ensuring Parliament has a veto over the
Commission’s disbursements to Member States.30

candidates, and pledged not to support a
candidate who had not set out their priorities during
the election campaign in this vein. This worked for
the 2014 election of Jean-Claude Juncker, but in
2019, Parliament was unable to agree on a specific
candidate for the Commission Presidency after
the election results were in.33 This was followed by
heated discussions between the institutions and
within the European Council, culminating in the
nomination of and very close confirmation vote for
Ursula von der Leyen in July 2019.34
The Spitzenkandidat process has implications for
the independence of the Commission, and for
its accountability. A President who is “beholden”
to the Council would appear less independent,
and more likely to run the Commission as a
supranational secretariat, tilting the Commission’s
role back towards the neutral watchdog functions,
and reducing the emphasis on its role as a more
“political” government of the EU. It should be noted
that the majority of Commission Presidents to date
were, indeed, former heads of state or government,
or at the very least national ministers.
As it happened, candidate von der Leyen and
her new Commission nevertheless emphasised
their accountability to the Parliament, calling for a
“geopolitical” Commission, and committing to a
process for a two-year series of conferences on

Election and
accountability of
Commissioners
The President of the European Commission is
elected by the European Parliament31 upon a
proposal from the European Council, which acts
by qualified majority. According to the Treaty, this
proposal shall be made “taking into account” the
election to the European Parliament and after
“appropriate consultations”.32 This has led to intense
debates around the so-called Spitzenkandidat
process. The main European political groups
represented in Parliament had all fielded lead-

The Commission’s emphasis on its political role may have
improved its accountability to the European Parliament. The
‘Spitzenkandidat’ or ‘lead candidate’-process failed to produce
a Commission President in 2019, however.
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the Future of the EU to better define the process
by which Commission presidents are elected in
future.35 A higher degree of predictability around
the selection process may also allow sitting heads
of state and government to apply for the role more
openly then is presently the case.
Commissioners are required to be wholly
independent and act solely in the interest of
the Union as a whole.36 This is a Treaty-based
requirement also laid down in the Code of
Conduct,37 and Member States are specifically
required to respect this.38 However, following the
rejection of the Lisbon Treaty by a referendum
in Ireland, the European Council agreed not to
reduce the number of Commissioners as required
in principle by the Treaty, so that all countries have
their own Commissioner.39 This reinforces the
risk that Commissioners may be perceived as the
representatives of national governments.
The fact that Commissioners are selected by
national governments calls this independence
into question: Commissioners owe their job to the
national government that sent them, and senior
political figures may occasionally be expected, out
of loyalty, to keep ‘their’ government informed of
Commission initiatives or even to be that country’s
voice within the Commission.40 Additionally, in
spite of the insistence on the independence
of Commissioners, smaller Member State
governments may find it hard to be heard by the
Commission President if they do not have ‘their’
Commissioner at the table, or may even deny a
second term to a Commissioner if they ‘forgot’ who
nominated them.41
While this is notoriously difficult to track or quantify,
the expectation can be clearly discerned in
public discourse, where Members of European
Parliament (MEPs) from the party of Commission
President Ursula von der Leyen lament they ”will
clearly miss the German Commissioner” with
a view to the President taking a neutral stance
within the Commission rather than standing up
for the interests of his or her country or party.42
Some observers have claimed that the number
of emissaries from national political parties in
the personal teams of the Commissioners, their
so-called Cabinet, has also been rising.43 In the
context of country-specific reports produced by
the Commission, for example in the context of
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deficit recommendations as part of the European
Semester, national governments have successfully
intervened to change Commission decisions before
they are tabled.44 The Cabinets of Commissioners
not normally involved in those policy areas
are thought to routinely influence documents
concerning “the country they know best”.
The President of the Commission has, however,
complete discretion over the internal structure
of the Commission and the portfolios of the
Commissioners, including the number and
identity of Commission Vice-Presidents – with
the notable exception of the High Representative
of the European Union for Foreign Affairs and
Security Policy, who is also a Commission VP
and is appointed by the European Council in
agreement with the Commission President.45
Portfolios considered to be particularly prestigious
or powerful are often attributed to Commissioners
from large Member States, implying that some
pressure is exerted. A case in point is the current
French Commissioner, with widely acknowledged
pressure exerted by the French President to allocate
a portfolio of unprecedented breadth, including
the single market for goods and services, digital
policy and a newly created Directorate-General on
Defence Industry and Space.46

ELECTION OF CANDIDATES
The Commission as a whole is ”responsible” to the
European Parliament according to the Treaties,47
which we take to mean that the Commission is
accountable to the Parliament.48 This is reflected
in the procedure to appoint the Commission.
Commissioners-designate are put forward by
national governments, with the accord of the
Commission President-elect. The European
Parliament then vets the Commissioners through
a formalised process involving declarations of
financial interests to uncover possible conflicts
of interest, as well as written and oral questions
regarding the Commisioner-designates’ suitability
for their portfolio.
The first step is the examination of the declarations
of financial and other interests of the nominees.49
The 2019 Rules of Procedure of the Parliament
assign this responsibility to the Committee on Legal

Affairs (JURI), which is responsible for checking
whether the content is accurate and complete,
and whether it can lead to conflicts of interest.50
Parliament may demand remedies (such as the sale
of specific stocks) or determine an irreconcilable
conflict of interest.51 In 2014, when the Juncker
Commission was approved, the scrutiny of
declarations carried out by the JURI Committee
had no guidelines nor the explicit purpose of
preventing conflicts of interest,52 although some
Commissioners were already called upon to sell
off some financial interests that were irreconcilable
with their intended portfolio.53 The designated
Commissioners for the von der Leyen Commission
underwent the new procedure, with the JURI
Committee already rejecting two candidates based
solely on the conflict of interest check, even before
the actual Committee hearing.54 While this conflict
of interest check certainly improves the procedure,
it should be noted that it is still performed by
political actors behind closed doors. This means
that candidates from large Member States or
mainstream political parties will face less stringent
checks than those with fewer allied MEPs to call
on.55 Additionally, the JURI Committee only has a
short amount of time to make its decision.

In 2019, further Commission candidates were
waved through by the JURI Committee, in spite of
ongoing investigations against them by national
authorities as well as the EU anti-fraud Office
(OLAF).56 This led to a situation where the policy
committees tasked with hearings to ascertain the
suitability of candidates in terms of their substantive
preparation for their Commission portfolio also
chose to probe the conflict of interest allegations,
which should have been the purview of the JURI
Committee. As it happened, Parliament’s internal
market and industry committees rejected the
French Commission candidate based mainly
on questions of integrity, regarding an OLAF
investigation into her use of the parliamentary
allowance as well as very high outside incomes
from a US think tank during her time as an MEP,
all while acknowledging her substantive suitability
for the proposed portfolio.57 The way the process
was conducted generated controversy, as it was
seen by some, including a number of constitutional
lawyers, as overly politicised.58
A strengthened focus on potential conflicts of
interest is welcome, but it is also important to
ensure this is consistent across committees,
to avoid the risk that candidates are evaluated

The European Parliament is usually the Commission’s
natural ally in advancing the European interest as they see it
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according to diverging standards. Given that the
JURI Committee waved through some candidates
who were later blocked mainly over integrity
concerns, we recommend that an independent
ethics body, composed of ethics professionals,
should be tasked with scrutinising the declarations
of financial and other interests by candidates, and
that the JURI Committee should base its decisions
on this independent input. Sufficient time should
be allocated for this assessment, as well as the
Committee decision.
Following this conflict of interest check,
Commissioners have to reply to written questions
and an oral, three-hour hearing in front of the
parliamentary Committees related to their portfolio.
Following these hearings, Commissioners need
a two-thirds majority to pass muster.59 The
Committee may decide to ask further written
questions or set another 1.5-hour hearing.
Although the Parliament does not have the power
to block individual Commissioners, it may block
the appointment of the Commission as a whole,
meaning that the process cannot be expected to be
completed if some Commissioners are not cleared
by Committee vote. Once all candidates have been
approved individually by a two-thirds majority vote in
Committee, the Commission as a whole is elected
through an investiture vote by simple majority in the
plenary of the Parliament, and finally appointed by
qualified majority vote by the European Council, for
a five-year term.
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Post-election
In terms of ongoing accountability for their work,
the Parliament cannot compel Commissioners to
appear in front of Committees, although they do
regularly present and defend their initiatives. The
Commission is obliged to answer oral and written
question from MEPs.60 All questions and answers
are published on the Parliament’s website.61
Twice a year, they hold structured dialogues with
Commissioners regarding the implementation of
the commitments made during the parliamentary
hearings,62 and discuss the annual reports in which
the Commission must report on its activities.63
The Commission can be dismissed “en bloc” if the
Parliament votes on a motion of censure against
it, although this requires a majority of two thirds
of its constituent members.64 Only the President
of the Commission can ask individual members
of the Commission to resign.65 The European
Parliament also has investigative powers to assess
maladministration or contravention of EU law by
the institution,66 in particular through the discharge
procedure in conjunction with the Parliament’s
powers over the EU budget.67 It may set up
Committees of Inquiry with specific powers to hear
witnesses and inspect documents.68

ADMINISTRATIVE TRANSPARENCY
Transparency is one of the foundational principles of
the EU. Article 15(3) of the Treaty on the functioning
of the European Union (TFEU) sets out a right for
access to documents, which the co-legislators must
spell out via a regulation (see access to document
regulation below). This also introduces a distinction
between administrative and legislative transparency,
setting a higher degree of transparency for any
meetings and documents that are of a legislative
nature. The higher transparency requirement for any
legislative business has been confirmed in CJEU
case law and may reflect the fact that citizens will
have to live with the adopted laws for years if not
decades, whereas other administrative decisions
may have a less long-lasting impact. This cannot be
interpreted as a licence to conduct administrative
business in secret, as the Treaties mandate the
institutions to “conduct their work as openly as
possible”.69
This chapter will look into the Commission’s
administrative transparency, with a dedicated
section on its approach to access to document
requests, while the next chapter will look into
legislative transparency more specifically.
For administrative procedures, transparency is
required in large hierarchical institutions to make
sure that formal practices are followed and conflicts
of interest, where they arise, can be mitigated. This
is of crucial importance across a number of areas,
whether it regards public reporting of air quality or
the timely publication of notices for job openings
in Commission departments, transparency will
help ensure the administration works in the
public interest. It also necessitates a high degree
of transparency on the Commission’s internal
organisation, to clarify the mandates, functioning
and hierarchical relationships between internal
bodies: is the independent ethical committee
really independent? Are whistleblowers effectively
protected? Are funds and procurement contracts
awarded purely based on merit? Administrative

transparency therefore also forms the basis on
which much of the ethical framework relies (see
chapter on Ethics).

Internal structure
and procedures
The Commission is the EU’s executive,
implementing EU law (or overseeing Member State
implementation of EU law) and administering the
EU’s budget. This means the Commission’s closest
national equivalent is the central government
administration. This is reflected in its staffing. As of
2019, around 32,000 permanent and temporary
officials work at the Commission, 20,000 of
which are in Brussels, with an additional 3,600 in
Luxembourg and the remainder spread across
all EU countries.70 This constitutes the bulk of
EU officials, although it should be noted this is a
relatively small number in comparison to the size of
national governments in large as well as mediumsized Member States, considering the Commission
serves over 440 million European citizens.
The Commission’s technical or services level is
structured into Directorates-General (DGs) of greatly
varying sizes and roles. The most well-known DGs
are policy or “line”-DGs, dealing with a specific
policy area (e.g. the Environment, foreign trade,
competition or fisheries), followed by “horizontal”
DGs, which play a role across policy areas, e.g.
the Secretariat-General (SG) as the coordinating
Commission service under the President of the
Commission, but also the Legal Service (SJ,
Service Juridique), DG Budget, DG Communication
or DG Human Resources. Other DGs fulfil specific
roles such as administering Commission buildings,
translation of Commission documents into the 24
official languages of the EU, or the Joint Research
Centre, which brings together a number of scientific
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research institutes. Each DG is led by a career
civil servant, the Director-General. All in all, the
Commission is structured into 33 policy-focused
Directorates-General, 15 horizontal services and it
administers six executive agencies.71
Above the service-level, the political level of
the Commission consists of the College of
Commissioners, supported by their Cabinets.
The College decides collegially, meaning all
Commissioners take responsibility for decisions
across portfolios. Whether decisions are adopted
by written or oral procedure, by unanimity or
– more rarely – by a vote, the entire College of
Commissioners takes decisions together. Each
Commission-President decides about the structure
of their College and their Cabinets. The large
number of Commissioners, a consequence of
the difficulty in getting the Lisbon Treaty ratified
in Ireland, may have strengthened the central
position of the President and their independence.
This development went hand in hand with a
strengthening of the coordinating functions of
the Secretariat-General.72 In 2014, the Juncker
Commission introduced a new structure with VicePresidents managing a team of Commissioners,
as a way to deal with the excessive number
of Commissioners, but also to strengthen the
coordination of Commission activities and the
“political” nature of the Commission.73 VPs did not,
however, have authority over a specific DirectorateGeneral, depriving them of the administrative
fire-power that comes with the larger number of
officials. The small teams housed at the SecretariatGeneral to assist VPs did not make up for this
structural disadvantage.
The von der Leyen Commission further amended
this structure with the introduction of three
“Executive Vice-Presidents”. On top of managing
a team of Commissioners, they would also be
assigned responsibility for a specific policy DG,
something that had already been trialled when VP
Valdis Dombrovskis took over the DG Financial
Services and Capital Markets Union following the
resignation of the British Commissioner after the
Brexit referendum in 2016.74 Regular Commission
Vice-Presidents do not have dedicated Commission
services at their disposal, whereas regular
Commissioners continue to have at least one DG
under their authority.
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The Commission publishes vast amounts of documents and
data, but the sprawl of public registers and databases has
developed into a veritable challenge
Starting from this institutional setting, the Treaty
mandates that the Commission should ensure that
its “proceedings are transparent”.75

Proactive transparency
Administrative transparency is applied most faithfully
at the political level, where agendas are published
in advance, and minutes are proactively published
once available,76 although these are not very
detailed. Minutes of the so-called Hebdo-meetings
(hébdomadaire, or weekly), where the Heads of
Cabinet (chiefs of staff) of all Commissioners prepare
the College meetings, are not proactively published
– even though the Cabinets also pertain to the
political level of Commission decision-making. After
adoption of a proposal, preparatory documents sent
to the College may be made public too.77

Contrary to this, at the services level there is no
requirement to disclose documents related to
inter-service consultations – the coordination
procedure by which Commission services come to
a Commission-wide common position before a file
reaches the political level.
However, the Commission publishes large amounts
of other documents and information on a daily
basis, across a number of databases, registers,
websites and portals. This includes documents
on regular workstreams – the agendas of weekly
meetings of the College of Commissioners,
minutes, planning documents, annual reports of
the Commission and many DGs, analysis and
assessments of Commission and Member State
policies, e.g. as part of the European Semester,
legislative documents (draft legal proposals, impact
assessments and a wealth of accompanying
documents), as part of its regular communication,
with daily midday press briefings,78 innumerable
press releases and other explanatory notes
issued to the media and public, written answers
to parliamentary questions and the agendas of
Commissioners and their Cabinets. Since the
Commission’s transparency initiative in November
2014, this includes a meeting register and,
since February 2018, the travel expenditures of

Commissioners, to be published in summarised
form every two months, pursuant to the updated
Code of Conduct for Commissioners.79
A special example is the Commission’s proactive
approach to transparency in the course of the
Brexit negotiations. While negotiation dynamics in
international (trade) have traditionally been said to
require confidentiality in order not to disclose the
bottom line negotiating position, in the case of Brexit,
the Commission has been publishing negotiating
mandates and intermediate negotiation process
from the beginning of talks. It was commended for
this inter alia by the European Ombudsman,80 and
the amounts of documents published in the context
of trade negotiations increased.81
As this first overview indicates, this wealth of
information is difficult to organise and access.
The Commission website publishes an enormous
amount of documents and information, across a
large number of sprawling web pages. The main
landing page is clearly structured and up to date,
although many DGs still use older templates or
structure their websites and organisational charts
completely differently.

Introduction of a ‘one-stop-shop’ userface is expected for 2023, streamlining the various document registers and data portals.
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DOCUMENT REGISTERS
AND DATABASES
The documents made proactively available by the
Commission are listed on its central document
register, set up in 2002 pursuant to the Access to
Document Regulation (ATD-R). It makes hundreds
of thousands of documents publicly available.
The exact number of documents produced is
not recorded, but in 2018 alone, 19,582 new
documents were added to the register.82 The sheer
volume of documents makes the register difficult
to use. However, since 2014, a full text search
functionality has been added, which considerably
improves its usability. The Commission also has
to report on how many sensitive documents have
not been recorded in the register.83 However, the
2018 and 2019 report does not contain information
on this, while the 2017 report states that, within
the broad document categories included in the
register, “no sensitive documents (...) were created
or received by the European Commission in 2017”.84
It appears unlikely that the Commission produced
no confidential, sensitive or top-secret documents
during the year.
There is a series of complementing but also
overlapping additional data portals, websites and
registers, including but not limited to: a database
collecting all opinions from National Parliaments
issued on draft Commission legislation;85 a
database of Commission infringement decisions;86
the Comitology register,87 which is less usable
and less complete than the newer database of
“Published initiatives”88 but which comes in parallel
with yet another “interinstitutional register of
delegated acts”89 (see chapter on Delegated and
implementing acts), to name just a few.
For information on beneficiaries of EU funding, in
line with Article 38 of the 2018 Financial Regulation,
the Commission publishes information on any
EU funding flowing directly from the Commission
or executive agencies to beneficiaries, such
as grants for specific projects. The information
can be searched through a separate “Financial
Transparency System” database.90 Agricultural
subsidies and regional development subsidies are
not included, as these are managed by or jointly
with national governments.
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Publishing documents proactively can reduce the administrative
burden in processing access to document requests
Additionally, the Commission’s Publications Office
provides:
3 EUR-Lex, which gives online access to the
Official Journal of the EU,91 where any legal acts
of the Union must be published to become law.92
3 A database of EU Publications.
3 TED (Tenders Electronic Daily)93 with over 2,000
procurement notices or tenders published every
working day from the EU institutions as well as
from across the EU.
3 CORDIS (Community Research and
Development Information Service) database on
EU research results, bringing together research
funded by the EU.94
3 EU Open Data Portal, giving access to a vast
wealth of statistical data from the Commission’s
own services as well as from Member States
and other sources, as well as specific data
collected on behalf of the EU such as regular

Eurobarometer surveys with public opinion
surveys from citizens in all EU Member States.
3 EU Whoiswho, the directory of EU staff and
hierarchies from across a range of institutions.95
The Commission’s Publications Office has also
been selected to develop the joint legislative
database encompassing the legislative documents
produced by the Commission, the European
Parliament and the Council of the EU. The aim is
to pool all legislative documents pertaining to a
legislative proposal in one place. There is no public
timeline on this, but development is still ongoing
as of 2020, following agreement in principle on its
creation back in 2016.96
The Joint Transparency Register97 is the
database where lobbyists and other interest
representatives can register their interests.
This is jointly run by the European Commission
and the European Parliament, and hosted on
Commission servers. It has recently become the
largest lobby register in the world, with just over
12,000 registered organisations as of November
2020. The information can be searched easily,
but often contains incomplete, outdated or wrong
information, depending on the quality of information
submitted by registrants.98 The Commission is
taking steps to improve staff knowledge about
the register, and since 2018 integrated it with the
publication of meetings at Director-General and
Cabinet level (see Lobby transparency section).99
The “Register of Commission Expert Groups and
other Similar Entities”100 has an overview of the
expert groups, their composition, including for
formal, informal, permanent and temporary groups.
It also includes calls for applications to participate in
an expert group (see the chapter on Pre-proposal
transparency).
Clearly, the sheer number of registers means
that quite a thorough degree of familiarity with
Commission structures and procedures is required
to usefully use the documents made available.
The overlapping proliferation does not lend itself
to the swift implementation of best practices
or even a modern-looking user interface. The
Commission is currently planning to create a
“one-stop-shop” document register by 2023.101
This is not necessarily intended to replace all the
above-mentioned register, but to create a common

interface that allows access to all the documents
and information held. Particularly with regard to
navigation and functionality, this holds out the
promise of significantly improving access.

ACCESS TO DOCUMENT
REQUESTS
The above-mentioned Commission document
register makes available ‘public’ documents,
meaning internal Commission documents are not
registered. Many of the ‘public’ documents listed
are, however, not proactively published, meaning
they are not actually available and require the
additional step of an access to document request.
There is a button displayed next to the document
to launch such a request. While this at least makes
users of the register aware of the documents’
existence, the possibility that documents will be
disclosed via an access request is a rather narrow
definition of what constitutes a public document.
As mentioned above, access to documents in
the EU is a Treaty-based right.102 In 2001, the
Commission adapted its internal rules of procedure
to implement the ATD Regulation. The regulation
sets deadlines by which an answer has to be
provided (15 working days, which can be extended
by the institution). Although no data is collected on
the average duration of replies, this regularly takes
significantly longer than mandated by law, as also
acknowledged by the Commission.103 However,
unlike the Council, the Commission does not
publish, nor collect, data on the average delay. This
is unfortunate, as the institutions should in principle
exchange best practices with regard to requests.104
The Regulation also lists the exceptions under
which document requests may be rejected.105 In
general, exceptions to disclosure of documents
expire after 30 years, unless these exceptions
are related to sensitivity, privacy or commercial
interests.106 Public access to environmental
information – particularly where related to emissions
– is guaranteed in legislation, with proactive
disclosure encouraged.107
The Commission receives by far the largest
number of requests under the access to document
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regulation, given it is the largest EU institution.
The number of requests is steadily rising (see
Table 1). Requests often make reference to more
than one document,108 meaning that the number
of documents disclosed may be much higher.
According to the Commission, there has been an
increase of so-called ‘fishing expeditions’, in which
requests are made encompassing a large category
of documents, requiring the Commission to go
in search of specific documents fulfilling those
criteria.109
However, use of modern technology and automatic
registration of documents has the potential to
greatly simplify the search for documents,110 both
for the purpose of access requests as well as
for regular internal administration and document
management. In 2021, the Commission is planning
to introduce a wholly new system for managing
both the back-end and front-end of the access to
documents process, which is also set to give users
information about the progress of their request,
called EASE (for Electronic AccesS to European
Commission Documents). Reportedly, it is even
experimenting with artificial intelligence use cases

to better compile documents requested on specific
topics.111
While EU institutions often complain about the
administrative burden of granting access to
documents, or justifying the rejection of a request,
the European Ombudsman notes that the ATD
Regulation has a number of mechanisms to limit
requests judged ‘excessive’. The public does not
have a right to information, but only to existing
documents, meaning the Commission is under
no obligation to compile or analyse information
if it is not already present in a document. If a
request is too vague, the institution may simply
ask the applicant to be more specific, although the
applicant is of course under no obligation to specify
or limit the scope of their request. As emphasised
by representatives of the European Ombudsman at
a recent Council seminar on access to documents,
Article 6 of the regulation also offers the possibility
to “confer with the applicant informally” and find
a fair solution in case the application regards a
number or length of documents judged to be
excessive. However, it is not clear how often this
happens in practice.

While the Commission does not collect this data, there are frequent and significant delays in answering access to document
requests. A new system will be introduced in 2021.
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The new regulation on the European Food
Safety Authority112 has been hailed as the “gold
standard”113 on the proactive publication of
documents, as this includes the requirement
to publish information while decision-making
procedures are still ongoing, thereby better enabling
public participation.114
At the same time, the General Data Protection
Regulation needs to be reconciled with the
ATD Regulation.115 However, this regulation only
concerns personal data and, as has been noted
elsewhere, information submitted by public officials
or experts as part of official hearings should, by
definition, be public, and not shielded by privacy
considerations.116
Overall, the Commission has granted full access
to between 50 and 73 per cent of requested
documents in the last six years, with partial access
granted to others (i.e. with parts of the document
blacked out). However, 10 to 20 per cent of
requests are however refused altogether, although
confirmatory applications can be very successful
if an initial request is turned down. According to a
recent survey among users of access to document
requests, 75 per cent of requesters felt “increasingly
disappointed with EU authorities’ responses”,117
although the survey concerned all EU institutions
and not the Commission alone.
TABLE 1: Number of ATD requests, based
on annual reports
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

ATD
requests118

6,752

4,077

6,255

6,912

7,445

Released

69 %

61 %

62 %

59 %

53 %

Partially
released

16 %

20 %

20 %

21 %

25 %

Refused

15 %

19 %

18 %

16 %

13 %

4%

9%

No
documents
held

Documents can be requested directly via the
Commission’s document register, or by filling out
a dedicated form,119 although a postal address
is required, something the Ombudsman in 2017
decided was disproportionate, criticising the
practice as “archaic”.120 Indeed, the regulation has
not been updated since 2001, but 15 per cent
of those surveyed by Asktheeu.org were put off
by this requirement, with others providing work
addresses due to the concern of prosecution when
investigating official corruption.121
Ample case-law from the CJEU has made it more
difficult for institutions to exclude entire categories
of documents from disclosure, requiring more
nuanced reasons for refusals, based on the
individual document.122 However, the Commission
has also been able to carve out so-called “general
presumptions” of secrecy for other categories of
documents, including investigations on competition
law and infringement cases against EU Member
States.123 Following a recent Court judgment,
the Commission now has to disclose the lists of
documents falling under this presumption, including
title and document number, in case of request.124
The ATD Regulation applies to all EU bodies,
meaning that good knowledge of the EU’s structure
is required to know what institution to address a
request to. The transparency advocates Access Info
have created a centralised portal, www.asktheeu.
org, which allows the filing of ATD requests with
all EU institutions, and allows the public to track
requests, including the institutions’ answers and
documents provided. One advantage of using
this website is that requested documents are
then available to anyone searching for them on
the internet, whereas the Commission will send
documents only to the original requester. Since
April 2018, DG Health and Food Safety (SANTE) is
trialling a new approach, with disclosed documents
posted on its website for all to see.125
ATD requests are handled in a decentralised way by
the DG concerned, with most DGs appointing ATD
coordinators. Confirmatory applications – an appeal
in case of an initially denied request (fully or in part)
– are handled centrally by the Secretariat-General.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
3 Make databases and registers available through a single user interface, with an emphasis on userfriendliness and search functionality.
3 Adopt a strategy to ensure a coordinated and sustained effort across all DGs to increase the
number of proactively published documents, in particular among those in the register.
3 Speedily complete the joint legislative database with the Parliament and Council, pursuant to the
2016 Agreement on Better Law-making, ensuring a user-friendly interface based on the European
Parliament’s legislative observatory, including the publication of all publicly available Trilogue
documents.
3 Extend the transparent approach to Brexit negotiations to all trade talks.
3 Stop requiring a postal address for an access to document request, and publish any document
released pursuant to a request, as is already done since 2018 by DG SANTE.
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LEGISLATIVE TRANSPARENCY
Legislative transparency at the Commission
encompasses a number of areas. This section
will first look into lobby transparency, as the
Commission initiates EU legislation and a large part
of upstream lobbying activities focus their efforts
on this stage of the legislative process. We will then
look in more detail into the processes preceding
legislative proposals, in particular stakeholder
consultations, impact assessments and expert
groups, under the heading on Better Regulation.
Finally, the section will look into delegated and
implementing acts, which require higher levels of
transparency in view of the more limited legislative
scrutiny.
As regards the crucial topic of legislative
transparency in the context of Trilogues, this
focuses more on the transparency of the
European Parliament and Council in amending the
Commission proposal. The in-depth case study
on Trilogues is therefore included in our parallel
study on the European Parliament.126 Nevertheless,
we should highlight that Commission President
von der Leyen, in her political guidelines for the
new Commission, also committed to increased
transparency in the legislative process,127 further
raising expectations for the disclosure of fourcolumn documents and other documentation
on Trilogues via the expected joint legislative
database.128

Lobby transparency
Lobbying is an important element of participative
democracy. However, while organised interests
have a treaty-based right to be consulted and to
contribute their views to the legislative process129
in line with the principles of openness discussed in
the previous section, the public also has a right to
know who influences legislation and how. This is
why regulation and transparency on the process of

lobbying is of the utmost importance. Unchecked
lobbying by corporate interests can present a
serious threat of political capture and to democracy,
undermining public trust in government. Four in
five Europeans (79 per cent) agree that excessively
close connections between business and politics
favour corruption in their country.130 One of the
manifestations of this influence is associated with
lobbying practices, which are often perceived
as undemocratic and dangerous. A 2013 poll in
six European countries showed that 70 per cent
of respondents believed lobbyists had a strong
influence on EU decision-making and close to
three quarters (73 per cent) considered corporate
lobbyists were exercising too much power on EU
policy-making.131
Lobbying is any direct or indirect communication
with public officials, that is made, managed or
directed for the purposes of influencing public
decision-making, and exercised by, or on behalf
of any organised group.132 This definition excludes
interactions with citizens, but includes interactions
with paid or unpaid individuals representing private,
public or collective organised interests. In Europe,
lobbying happens at every stage of the legislative
process.
As of March 2020, the organisations registered
on the EU Transparency Register declared 47,261
individuals involved, in one form or another, in
lobbying the EU institutions. Breaking this down
into ‘full-time equivalents’ (the register allows one
to specify that some employees are only spending,
say, 20 per cent of their time lobbying the EU) yields
23,882 full-time lobbyists at EU level. However, not
all of these would necessarily be based in Brussels
– a director of public policy or regional director
would be involved but could sit at a company’s
headquarters, for example.133 The number of
lobbyists accredited with an access badge to the
European Parliament is 7,500.134 The over 12,000
organisations registered on the EU Transparency
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Register spend a combined annual budget of close
to €1.8 billion, according to their own estimates. Of
these organisations, 52 per cent are registered as
for-profit corporations with the other registrations
divided between non-governmental organisations
(NGOs), professional consultancies, think-tanks and
municipal authorities.135

LOBBYING THE EUROPEAN
COMMISSION
In 2014, the Juncker Commission adopted a new
and simple rule for meetings: “no meeting without
registration”, meaning lobbyists could only meet
with Commission decision-makers after disclosing
information on their activities via the Transparency
Register (see below). The Commission would
furthermore be the first large government
administration in the world to publish all high-level
lobby meetings on its website. Both the publication
of meetings, as well as the requirement for lobbyists
to register first, were big steps forward in lobby
transparency in the EU. No comparable rule was
introduced for the European Parliament until 2019,
and the Council is lagging even further behind.
The new rule has generated a large amount of
data, although the information on meetings is
published on separate websites for each individual
Director-General, for each Commissioner, and yet
another website for the meetings of the cabinets
of each Commissioner. Transparency International
EU therefore designed a tool, Integrity Watch EU,
which pulls all this data together, to give a more
comprehensive overview of the number and nature
of meetings held. This allows an overview of the
stakeholders met, the balance between corporates
and civil society and aggregations across sectors
and interlocutors.136
Unfortunately, the “no meeting without registration”
rule was not very clearly laid down in the internal
working methods, however. The Commission
Decisions stipulating that Commissioners and
members of their cabinet,137 as well as DirectorsGeneral,138 must publish their lobby meetings
online do not contain any mention of a requirement
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for interest representatives to enlist on the EU
Transparency Register, and would therefore
seem to be inconsistent with the stated goal.
Commission documents such as the 2016 report
on the application of the access to document
regulation139 credit the 2014 Commission Working
Methods with establishing such a rule. However,
the working methods only mention this rule for
Commissioners,140 and make no reference to either
Cabinets or Directors-General. The updated Code
of Conduct for Commissioners of 2018 extended
this rule to cabinet members.141 However, for
Directors-General it appears the requirement for
lobbyists to register before a meeting was only
formally introduced with the working methods
released by the von der Leyen Commission
in December 2019, which adds that “[t]hese
obligations also apply to their Cabinet members and
the Directors-General of the Commission”.142
Both rules – on publication, as well as on excluding
unregistered lobbyists – only apply to the very
highest level of Commission decision-makers. As it
stands, only roughly 250 out of 30,000 Commission
officials are banned from meeting unregistered
lobbyists.143

The limits of “no meeting without
registration”
The rule excludes Deputy Directors-General
and Directors, and can therefore not be said to
extend to Commission “senior management”. It
also excludes middle management – Heads of
Unit – as well as their deputies, heads of sector
and desk officers. While the Commission may be
a hierarchical institution, it can by no means be
said that all decisions are taken by the political
level (Commissioners and cabinets) or DirectorsGeneral. On the contrary, the bulk of lobbying in
the Commission happens at the levels not touched
by the rules, namely, with desk officers who are
the pen-holders on any draft legislation or policy
documents, and heads of unit or directors, with
an estimated 80 per cent of meetings held at this
level.144 If they can be persuaded of a particular
point of view or concern as part of so-called
‘upstream lobbying’, this can have as powerful an
effect as top-down decisions by political leadership.

Six years after the introduction of the rule, we still
see hiccups in implementation, which seems to
indicate an insufficient streamlining of procedures.
As recently as March 2020, a number of DirectorsGeneral and Commissioners stopped logging
lobby meetings.145 Multiple meetings of the von der
Leyen Commission were held with organisations
that only registered after journalists started raising
questions,146 as well as a Cabinet-level meeting with
tobacco lobbyists, which may breach Commission
commitments under the World Health Organization
(WHO) Framework Convention on Tobacco
Control.147
Another concern is record-keeping as regards
such high-level meetings. Examples include the
Commission President herself, whose fourth
external meeting upon taking office was with the
CEO of Palantir, a controversial data analytics
firm.148 Upon access to document requests, the
Commission claimed not to possess any records
on the meeting.149 Similarly, during the previous
mandate, an investigation by EUobserver identified
at least 25 high-level meetings with sensitive private
sector players where no records on the discussion
were held.150 A meeting summary would be useful
to keep track of what has been discussed or said
to company representatives, as also noted in a
parliamentary question regarding the encounter.151
The procedure to publish meetings should be
automated to a sufficient extent to not get in the
way of crisis management, e.g. by integrating it with
calendar tools.
Part of the problem may be a lax attitude to
violations of the rules on previous occasions. For
example, when the Commission decided that
the private jet flight taken by then-Commissioner
Günther Oettinger with an unregistered lobbyist
did not constitute a meeting (in spite of the rather
confined space in a private jet) nor a gift exceeding
the allowed amount of €150 (a private jet flight may
have an equivalent value in excess of €10,000 and
therefore would in itself constitute an unacceptable
gift). On this occasion, the Commission’s chief
spokesperson further undermined the “no
registration, no meeting” rule by claiming incorrectly
that it only applied to meetings within the portfolio
of the Commissioner.152

A similarly patchy approach to banning lobby
meetings emerged in 2018, when Commission
Vice-President Jyrki Katainen duly declared a
lobby meeting with the Goldman Sachs Group.
Upon further inquiry, VP Katainen confirmed, in
writing in a 31 January 2018 letter, that the meeting
was set up at the request of former Commission
President José Manuel Barroso, involved only
the two men, and that trade and defence matters
were discussed.153 It soon became clear this
breached the ban on lobby meetings for Barroso,
whose move to Goldman Sachs was cleared by
the Commission Ad Hoc Ethical Committee (see
section under ‘Ethics’) based on the commitment
made by Barroso not to lobby the Commission.154
In our view it would have been appropriate to call
the Ethical Committee once more and consider
appropriate consequences for the behaviour
of the former Commission President. Instead,
Katainen now insists it was a beer among
friends, contradicting his own letter, and that the
publication of a meeting with Goldman Sachs on
his Commission webpage happened by mistake.155
In light of this, the European Ombudsman
recommended a renewed review of the Barroso
case by its Independent Ethical Committee (see
section on the Code of Conduct for Commissioners)
and found that the Commission’s failure to set out
in writing how Commission officials should react
to possible approaches by Barroso constituted
maladministration.156
Following a series of mishaps with meetings of
the new von der Leyen Commission registered
too late, only registered following questions raised
by journalists, or meetings with interlocutors not
duly registered on the Transparency Register,157
the Commission raised questions by noting that
phone calls do not constitute meetings and do
not require publication, nor the prior registration
of lobbyists,158 as opposed to video calls. VP Vĕra
Jourová confirmed in writing that video meetings
e.g. via Skype, WebEx or Zoom are considered
proper meetings, but that “one-to-one standard
phone conversations” are not included since
“personal meetings and visual interactions have
a specific, different character from telephone
conversations”.159 The Commission clarified to us
that “conference calls”, defined as calls involving
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more than two people, are nevertheless considered
reportable encounters whether the camera is
switched on or not. Nevertheless, the 2014 decision
defines meetings as “bilateral encounters”,160 which
would seem to us to include one-to-one meetings,
whether the bilateral encounter happens by phone
or video conference. In times of the Coronavirus
pandemic, this interpretation of the 2014 decisions
and 2019 working methods creates the possibility
of circumventing lobby transparency rules by
limiting meeting participants and switching off the
camera.161
Awareness among Commission officials on rules
applicable to dealing with unregistered lobbyists
is mixed. The updated 2019 “Commission
Ethics Guide” mentions that Commissioners,
Cabinets and Directors-General may only meet
registered lobbyists, but makes it clear that this
rule only applies to their level: “For all other staff,
it is recommended to check the credentials of
a given interest’s representative to make sure
that they are in the Transparency Register, which
includes a binding Code of Conduct for interest
representatives. If they are not in the Register, staff
should always invite to register before having further
contacts”.162 While this certainly does not exclude
meetings with unregistered lobbyists, it is an
improvement over the previous Ethics Guide, which
left it to the discretion of the individual staff member
whether to even mention the Transparency Register
to unregistered lobbyists.
We cannot identify any arguments against
extending the “no registration, no meeting” rule to
the entirety of the Commission, and some steps
in the right direction have been made, such as
requiring registration from any private sector experts
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wanting to apply for membership of Commission
Expert Groups (see chapter on Pre-proposal
transparency). As regards publication of meetings,
one of the arguments brought forward against this
at lower levels is the protection of the privacy rights
of non-exposed officials. We suggest that much in
the way that the personal names of lobbyists are
not disclosed by the Commission, it would suffice to
publish which unit and which directorate are having
meetings.

RECOMMENDATIONS
3 Establish a mandatory lobby register for
the Parliament, Commission and Council,
in which direct and indirect lobby activities
are covered.
3 Require all Commission staff to only meet
registered lobbyists.
3 Publish all meetings with interest
representatives in a centralised database,
including meetings with Commissioners,
Cabinets, DGs and lower-level officials.
Publication of meetings should specify any
legislative dossiers discussed, and link to
the Transparency Register webpage of the
organisation concerned.
3 Published data should be available in
a centralised website, in a machinereadable format and linked to other
relevant websites and datasets, such
as the legislative Observatory and the
Transparency Register.

Although the three institutions are expected to introduce a ‘mandatory’ Transparency Register in 2021, for the
first time covering also the Council of the EU, this only brings small improvements. Meetings with the vast majority
of officials from all three institutions will not be conditional upon registration, and not be published.

AN EU TRANSPARENCY REGISTER FOR THE COMMISSION,
PARLIAMENT AND COUNCIL
At EU level, all organisations that seek to influence
decision-making, whether by employing in-house
or subcontracting to consultancies, are encouraged
to register in the EU’s Transparency Register.163
The register was set up by the Commission in
2008164 and broadened in 2011, when Parliament
joined, leading to the development of the EU’s
Joint Transparency Register.165 Interinstitutional
negotiations on the content and format of the
register continued, leading to a modified agreement
in 2014166 and a new version of the Transparency
Register launched in 2015.167
The 2014 interinstitutional agreement (IIA) extends
the scope of the register,168 covering a wider range
of activities along with direct and indirect lobbying.

The text introduces clearer definitions of both direct
and indirect influence; the latter encompassing
much of the work that is conducted via intermediate
vectors such as media, conferences, think tanks
and sponsored research, among other strategies.
The new register also requires disclosure of
comprehensive information from all registrants,169
such as information about the main EU policies
and legislative files targeted by the registrant,
memberships in Commission Expert Groups or
similar structures, associations and parliamentary
intergroups, as well as financial information on
costs related to lobbying, and list of clients for
lobby consultancies, with turnover per client to
be disclosed in brackets of €10,000. Registrants
continue to have to abide by a Code of Conduct
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containing basic integrity standards with regard to
lobbying activities.
The obvious weakness is that registration is
voluntary, so non-registered organisations and
individuals can conduct lobbying activities without
disclosing any information. They would not be
eligible to meet top Commission officials or receive
an access badge to enter the European Parliament,
but neither is strictly necessary to meet a Member
of Parliament or indeed to lobby the European
Commission.
While many consultancies have come around
to registering over the years, with the major
associations representing EU public affairs
professionals (SEAP), consultancies (EPACA) and
lawyers (CCBE)170 joining efforts by Transparency
International EU in calling for strict lobby
regulation to create a level-playing field,171 there
are exceptions. It is particularly worrisome when
it comes to law firms, as they may not disclose
their clients’ identity claiming legal protection of
the attorney-client privilege.172 Of course, such
professional secrecy requirements only exist for
legal representation in a court of law, not for political
lobbying.
A lack of monitoring has in the past led to many
entries being of low quality, sometimes to the point
of being downright meaningless. To help spot
mistakes, the register includes a tool through which
members of the public can alert the secretariat of
the register or submit a formal complaint about
possible breaches of the Code of Conduct.173
In September 2015, Transparency International
EU submitted official complaints against 4,253
organisations in the Register (roughly half of the
registrants at the time) that presented obvious flaws
or inconsistencies, resulting in the de-registration of
the organisations, pending an update in their filings.
This situation improved with the introduction of an
automatic warning for users on potential issues
and inconsistencies with their entries,174 such as
implausibly high annual lobbying expenditures for
organisations with only a handful of employees.175
Today, every new entry to the register is checked
for eligibility and quality of data provided, with
organisations contacted in case of doubt.
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Administrative resources devoted to running
the register may still be insufficient. In 2019, the
register’s secretariat performed checks on over
4,500 registrants, finding that almost half of the
entries were unsatisfactory, leading to removal of
more than 1,000 organisations due to “inconsistent
and/or incomplete data, failure to update,
duplicate registrations and ineligibility”, whereas
close to a thousand organisations updated their
registrations.176
As of November 2020, the register had over
12,000 entries, with over 1,000 entries added
every year. At least 3,500 organisations declare
an annual lobby expenditure of €10,000 or less,
which would indicate a very limited lobbying
activity.177 In case of non-compliance with the
code of conduct for interest representatives,
sanctions may be applied.178 These range from
the temporary deregistration and loss of access
to the parliamentary access badge to a long-term
prohibition from re-registration (up to a length of
one or maximum two years). In 2018, a total of 22
alerts concerning 25 organisations were processed,
as well as 13 complaints, mainly concerning factual
errors on registrants’ data.179 Two cases were
investigated as possible breaches, one was closed
with a satisfactory explanation and no sanction
while the other was ongoing at the time the annual
report was issued.180

Towards a mandatory Transparency
Register for the Parliament,
Commission and Council?
The register is used by both the Commission and
the Parliament. But only the Commission makes
high-level meetings conditional on registration.
In Parliament, only MEPs with a special role in
the legislative process as well as Parliamentary
Committee Chairs currently have an obligation to
publish their meetings. MEPs have no obligation
to meet only registered lobbyists. The Council
meanwhile applies none of the rules and is not
even part of the current voluntary register, although
some Council Presidencies have begun publishing
meetings for the two most high-ranking officials
as of late (see Transparency International’s parallel
study on the Council).181

The European Parliament called on the
Commission to submit a legislative proposal for
the establishment of a mandatory transparency
register.182 In September 2016, the Commission
opted for an inter-institutional agreement that is
binding only on the institutions themselves, but
does not have the force of law or bind third parties,
e.g. the lobbyists themselves.183 It should be noted
that lobby associations themselves have joined the
chorus in favour of a mandatory EU lobby register,
with the European Public Affairs Consultancies
Association (EPACA), the Society of European
Affairs Professionals (SEAP) and the Council of Bars
and Law Societies of Europe (CCBE) sending letters
to the EU institutions to this effect,184 in an attempt
to level the playing field and avoid undue influence
by unregistered lobbyists.
The Commission proposal sought to make the
register mandatory by making registration a
precondition for lobbyists to meet MEPs, as well
as Directors-General of the EP Secretariat and
Secretaries-General of Parliament’s Political Groups
– in addition to the conditionality for top-level

Commission meetings.185 However, many frequent
targets of lobbying would not be covered, including
committee advisors of the Political Groups,
parliamentary administrators and MEP assistants.
As discussed in the previous section, Commission
staff below the level of Directors-General would
continue not to be covered.
In response to the Commission’s proposal,
the European Parliament reformed its Rules of
Procedure in 2019 so as to ensure publication of
lobby meetings by certain groups of MEPs that
have taken on an institutional role on behalf of
Parliament, i.e. rapporteurs, shadow rapporteurs
and Committee Chairs, but did not introduce the
requirement to only meet registered lobbyists.
In December 2020, the three institutions reached a
political agreement in which the abovementioned
measures were confirmed, and saw the Council
joining the register. Despite the progress made,
in the view of Transparency International EU, this
agreement does not constitute a mandatory lobby
register due to the existence of multiple loopholes.

RECOMMENDATIONS
3 Establish a mandatory lobby register for the Parliament, Commission and Council, in which direct
and indirect lobby activities are covered.
3 Require that EU policy-makers, including MEPs, only accept meeting requests from registered
lobbyists. Publication of such meetings should be mandatory. Published meetings must state
which specific file or files were discussed and give the official names of organisations present, as
registered in the Transparency Register.
3 Published data should be available in a centralised website, available in a machine-readable format
and linked to other relevant websites and datasets, such as the legislative Observatory and the
Transparency Register.
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Pre-proposal
transparency or
“better regulation”
The Commission is bound by the Treaty to carry
out “broad consultations” to ensure that the
EU’s actions are “coherent and transparent”.186
In the preparation of a legal proposal, it should
also “consult widely”,187 and maintain “open,
transparent and regular dialogue with representative
associations and civil society”.188 The first
transparency measure on upcoming legislative
proposals is the Commission work programme,
which the Commission publishes annually
around the turn of the year, and which contains
the legislative and non-legislative initiatives to be
pursued by the various DGs. As a general rule,
bar exceptions in unforeseen matters or arising
urgencies, the Commission will not make legal
proposals that are not included in the annex to its
work programme.189 While the Commission must
consult widely, and justify decisions not to take up
initiatives called for by the Council or the Parliament,
the Commission’s work programme is drawn up
solely on the Commission’s initiative, in keeping with
its exclusive right of legislative initiative.
When the Juncker Commission took office in
late 2014, it made “better regulation” one of its
key focus areas, in particular by universalising
the requirement of impact assessments and
stakeholder consultations as standard procedure
before proposing any new legislation.190 Better
regulation sounds good, but this is not a new
claim or ambition on the part of the Commission.
Its commitment to public consultations has
evolved in stages, starting with its 2001 White
Paper on “European Governance” and a 2001
Communication on “Simplifying and improving the
regulatory environment”,191 followed by the 2002
“better regulation programme”. Already in 2012, the
Commission claimed to have cut 25 per cent of the
burden to businesses stemming from EU legislation.
The same year, the Commission published a
communication on ”regulatory fitness” (REFIT),
which was further developed in 2015 into the
“REFIT platform”, with annual “REFIT scoreboards”
published to document progress, as part of the
Commission’s “Better Regulation guidelines”
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and “toolbox”, both adopted in 2015. This was
followed by the 2016 IIA on “Better Law-making”,
which includes the Parliament and the Council and
contained measures to improve the transparency
of the process of the adoption of delegated and
implementing acts (see the next section), and
updated in the 2017 communication on “Completing
the Better Regulation Agenda: Better solutions for
better results”,192 accompanied by the updated
2017 “Better Regulation Guidelines”.193
The Juncker Commission also sought to quantify
this better regulation effort, ensuring that fewer
pieces of legislation would be proposed or enacted,
by withdrawing most legislative files not adopted
under the previous Commission. It should be noted
that also for the purpose of scrapping, amending,
or simplifying a law, a new piece of legislation is
needed, and that Commission services as well as
new commissioners will usually attempt to leave
a mark by bringing forward their own initiatives,
creating an incentive for new regulation.194 At the
same time, unifying regulation at EU level can

Better regulation has long become a catchphrase for simplified
legislation and reducing ‘red tape’ for economic operators.
Nevertheless, successive ‘better regulation packages’ keep on
finding things to improve.

reduce the fragmentation of product and services
markets at national level (so-called positive
integration), which may help to reduce red tape,
at least when it comes to cross-border economic
activity.
Many civil society groups have been critical of the
very goal of scrapping legislation for the sake of
fulfilling numerical targets, given that this is often
seen as reducing environmental safeguards,
product regulation that may have been introduced
to protect consumers, or similar social goals.195
This holds true for the announcement of the
von der Leyen Commission to follow a “one-in,
one-out” approach of scrapping one piece of
legislation for every new law adopted.196 As a form
of deregulation, the better regulation agenda is
indeed intended to reduce the number of rules that
economic operators must follow, so as to improve
the business environment and growth. Reiterations
of the aim to do less, simplify regulation, cut red
tape, etc., remain a popular rhetorical device
to address the common criticism of an aloof,
bureaucratic EU, and go hand in hand with the
overarching goal of deregulation that had become
commonplace in the political discourse leading up
to the Great Financial Crisis of 2008.
Nevertheless, a simplistic focus on the quantity
of legislation would not do the better regulation
agenda justice. This is about improving the quality
of legislation that is eventually passed into law, and
to consult early and widely to achieve this aim.
The debate on better regulations covers both, the
process of legislation as well as the contents of
legislation. In this section, we will seek to evaluate
to what extent the better regulation agenda indeed
leads to greater transparency and participative
democracy in the adoption of legislation, or whether
it may even add complexity and thereby reduce
transparency.
In the context of transparency and accountability,
the most relevant aspect regards the predictability
and openness with which new laws are prepared,
before the formal legislative process is launched
via the publication of a legal proposal by the
Commission. This is referred to as “upstream
lobbying”, i.e. the opportunity to contribute views
on public policy before the Commission has
put forward a draft law. This early phase is of
crucial importance, given that the framing of the

Commission proposal is thought to have a much
higher impact on the final law than the amendments
made by the Council and the Parliament.197 This is
because it is difficult to change the entire direction
of a legal proposal via Council or Parliament
amendments.
With the adoption of the 2015 Better Regulation
Package, better regulation has come to mean:
(i) more frequent consultation of stakeholders
and citizens; (ii) formalising the requirement for
impact assessments (and the reform of the Impact
Assessment Board into the Regulatory Scrutiny
Board); and (iii) periodical evaluation of existing
regulation to ascertain whether it is still fit for
purpose. This was further updated in July 2017,
when the revised “better regulation guidelines
and toolbox” introduced horizontal checks to be
performed on any new legislative proposal to
assess how it contributes to “regulatory fitness”
(i.e. reduction of costs to economic operators, by
assessing the regulation against the five criteria of
effectiveness, efficiency, relevance, coherence and
EU added value), as well as whenever legislation is
evaluated and revised.198 The various processes are
spelled out and formalised via the better regulation
package, to ensure the Commission actually follows
these steps in practice, with the notable exception
in circumstances of particular urgency.199

STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATIONS
Stakeholder consultations are the most accessible
form of consultation, under which the Commission
also counts conferences, public hearings and
events, Eurobarometer surveys, expert groups,
focus groups, targeted consultations (e.g. targeting
SMEs), SME panels, workshops, meetings and
seminars.200
Following commitments made by the Commission
as part of the 2016 IIA on Better Law-making, in late
2017 the Commission launched a website entitled
“Contribute to law-making”, which offers two subwebsites with the possibility to “make suggestions
to improve laws”.201 This is focused on existing laws
and the claim to lighten the burden of government
regulation, and “Have your say”,202 where it pooled
opportunities for citizens and lobbyists to contribute
their views. The most important element of this
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Participative democracy throughout the various stages of the Commission’s policy cycle has developed into a veritable maze
website is the register of published initiatives,203
which is more polished and searchable than any
of the other Commission registers (see section
on administrative transparency for a comparison).
Notably, the publication of initiatives and seeking
of stakeholder input is now also extended to
implementing and delegated acts, which were
previously excluded from regular consultation
practices.204
The main feature of the website is a timeline
for displayed legislative processes, also for
consultations that are already closed or are not yet
open, thereby providing a comprehensive overview.
This also allows feedback on any proposal within
four weeks of the publication of roadmaps or
inception impact assessments (see below).
The website asks any organisation seeking to
influence EU decision-making processes to register
in the EU Transparency Register first, although this
is not a requirement. Unregistered organisations
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are sorted into a separate category, however.205
Additional rules concern basics of etiquette, in
particular since some of the feedback is instantly
published on the website, except for responses
to public consultations, which are collated and
published separately once the consultation is
closed.

Handling of submitted views
The European Court of Auditors (ECA) in
2019 published an in-depth review of the new
Commission consultation framework,206 including
an analysis of the way consultations are conducted
and how results are taken on board. While the
ECA was generally satisfied with the Commission’s
approach to consultations, it recommended
more proactive outreach to ensure higher levels
of participation in consultations, using different
consultation questionnaires for general and
technical audiences, and ensuring wider translation
for consultations of particular public interest. An

important recommendation made by the ECA is
to provide consultation participants with timely
feedback, laying out what has and has not been
taken on board. This is crucial to bolster the
legitimacy of the consultation process, as well as
to encourage stakeholders to participate in future
consultations – as they too need to be persuaded
to invest sometimes significant resources to
meaningfully participate, including the elaboration
of detailed submissions. This concern is reflected
in the fact the Court “did not find any evidence that
the feedback contributions had been taken into
account for the consultation strategies”.207
Stakeholder contributions will usually vary widely
in detail, technical accuracy and positions taken.
The consultation rules give the Commission
enough discretion to pool repetitive submissions,
and differentiate the weight given to submissions
made from the perspective of special interest
groups, private (for profit) interests and groups
representing public interests. This is supported by
research regarding stakeholders’ perspectives on
the consultation process as reformed with the 2015
Better Regulation package,208 which notes that
insiders do not rate the consultation regime higher
than outsiders, a crucial indicator to ensure it does
not simply bolster the ability of organised lobbyists
to impact legislation.
According to the Court of Auditors, the Commission
conducted over 100 public consultations per
year from 2015 to 2018, with participation levels
depending heavily on the topic. A 2018 consultation
on the abolition of summertime yielded 4.6 million
responses, the Commission’s record to date. Other
consultations on agriculture or natural habitats also
drew between 50,000 and 500,000 contributions,
although the average (excluding these spikes) was
500 submissions per consultation in 2015 and
2016, and about 2,000 submissions in 2017 and
2018.209 While the numbers are therefore increasing
markedly, consultations cannot be expected to
draw a representative sample, due to self-selection
of consultation participants.210 On the flip-side, it is
noted that many citizens could not have participated
without prior information about the consultation and
the topic provided by civil society organisations.211

In view of the potentially large number of
contributions, the Commission aims to publish
summaries of the consultation.212 According to
the Court of Auditors, this happens with a delay
of on average six months, although out of 26
consultations analysed, only 20 were followed
by a public factual summary report.213 In a
survey conducted by the auditors, 41 per cent of
consultation participants were satisfied with the
summary.214

Participation in stakeholder
consultations
A more encouraging 65.5 per cent of surveyed
participants declared themselves “satisfied” or “very
satisfied” with the consultation process overall.215
Some respondents noted the opportunity to
participate in democracy beyond voting in elections,
and 49 per cent of respondents claimed they
participated out of “civic responsibility”.
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) ranked the stakeholder
consultation via the new ‘Have your say’ website
as the best across all OECD countries in 2018,
noting in particular the sufficient time awarded for
feedback, as well as the increasingly multilingual
offering.216 This assessment was based on criteria
such as participation, openness and accountability,
effectiveness and coherence (defined as
consistency across consultation processes,
evaluation and review).
However, the Commission’s own Regulatory
Scrutiny Board (see below section on Impact
Assessments) sees some shortcomings in the
Commission’s stakeholder consultations. In
particular, it flagged low participation rates on some
of the public consultations, a lack of neutrality
in the questionnaires prepared by Commission
staff, possibly incomplete coverage of stakeholder
groups when conducting targeted consultations
(although targeted consultations are recognised as
increasing the participation rate), inconsistent use
of consultation results in the impact assessments,
which the Board scrutinises, and even “inaccurate
or biased presentation of consultation results”.
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Commission impact assessments are drafted by
the Commission services themselves. It is therefore
difficult to see how this can be independent of
the political priorities of the Commission or the
Directorate-General concerned, as the policy DGs
lack the incentives to point out if a proposal may
be ineffective or even misguided. Nevertheless, the
production of such an assessment puts pressure
on services to develop better arguments and seek
out evidence in favour of a given proposal.

While impact assessments are prepared by policy DGs, making
complete independence impossible, they can ensure that policy
initiatives are thoroughly reviewed before the Commission
tables a proposal

However, in a second stage, the impact
assessment summaries are reviewed by a horizontal
entity, independent of the DG leading on the impact
assessment. This used to be done by the “Impact
Assessment Board”. Following a perception that
this Board had itself become too politicised,217 it
was replaced by the “Regulatory Scrutiny Board”.

BOX 1: The Regulatory Scrutiny Board

IMPACT ASSESSMENTS
Impact assessments are key to evidence-based
policy making. They seek to – with objective,
scientific methods – assess the likely impact of
regulatory measures. A number of requirements
need to be met for this exercise to be credible,
such as a sufficient degree of independence of
the assessors and in the governance of the body
coordinating the production of the vast number of
impact assessments required. Additionally, not all
political decisions can be replaced by technocratic
considerations. The renewed focus on impact
assessments and science-driven policy-making as
part of the better regulation agenda is an interesting
focus for a Commission that branded itself as
“political” and now “geopolitical”, as opposed to
technocratic.
Impact assessments seek to ensure policy tradeoffs are made based on scientific evidence. If this
process lacks independence, the assessments
risk being biased in favour of the Commission’s
preferred and pre-determined course of action.
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While the independence of the Regulatory
Scrutiny Board is also occasionally called
into question,218 the Commission decision
establishing it specifies that it “shall not seek
or take instructions”.219 Its independence is
bolstered by recruiting all members on fixed,
non-renewable three-year contracts,220 meaning
that they cannot be removed before the expiry
of their term. It is composed of seven members,
three of which are appointed from outside the
Commission. However, the members recruited
from within the Commission will return to their
role relatively soon, while the members from
outside only have a three-year horizon, making
them less independent than they could be. The
limited resources – seven full-time members
plus three assistants – also expose the board to
the risk of being flooded with impact assessment
summaries. The board issues annual reports
summarising its activities,221 which constitute an
opportunity to report on issues encountered in
the discharge of its work.

The Commission’s system of impact assessments
has been noted as being of “world-leading
standard”.222 The Board publishes all of its
assessments of the summaries, and a positive
impact assessment is a precondition for a proposal
to go ahead. The Commission must publicly explain
any decision to proceed with a file in the absence
of a positive opinion from the Board.223 Impact
assessments are, according to the Commission,
regularly discussed in the closed-door Trilogue
negotiations between the Council and Parliament,224
which would seem to make a contribution to an
informed discussion.

inception impact assessments should since 2017
be published “as soon as possible”.229 While this
seems fairly straightforward, there are still cases
where the Commission will not publish. In a recent
case of an access to document request rejected
multiple times,230 the Commission ended up
publishing a 166-page “impact assessment study”,
which was blacked out in its totality, except for the
contents page.231

Although the requirement for impact assessments
can be circumvented by declaring that a proposal
is urgent, any legal proposal that is “likely to have
significant economic, environmental or social
impacts”, whether legislative or not, should be
preceded by an impact assessment, including
delegated and implementing acts. This would seem
to be the case for the absolute majority of initiatives.
However, in 2015, not even a third of initiatives
came with an impact assessment, while 2016 saw
an assessment for half of all proposals, and in 2017
the figures was more than 60 per cent, according
to an analysis carried out by Clingendael.225 The
European Parliament also “deplored” the lacking
assessments.226 The Commission notes that, in
some cases, impact assessments would not be
“relevant”, or “simply not possible”,227 e.g. when
the Commission is legally bound to act, when
a communication covers too broad an area to
measure possible impacts, or for soft policy
instruments that do not, by themselves, constitute a
decision and may therefore have limited measurable
impact. Many more examples are given in the
toolbox.

Beyond classic lobbyism and ad hoc stakeholder
consultations, the Commission manages a vast
network of expert groups to gather feedback on
its policies and proposals. Some of these are not
limited to members from national authorities but
are open to participants from the private sector.
This has attracted much criticism over the years,
including from the European Parliament through its
discharge procedure,232 and the first own-initiative
inquiry launched by the new European Ombudsman
once she entered office in early 2014.233

Impact assessments are not automatically
published, unlike the assessments of the Board.
The public will usually have access to impact
assessment reports, which contain summaries
of the impact assessment – including the
environmental, social and economic impacts, who
will be affected and how, as well as a summary
of the consultation carried out and the results it
yielded. These reports are published together
with the legal proposal when adopted by the
Commission,228 meaning that impact assessment
reports for acts not adopted will not necessarily be
made public. This may change, as roadmaps and

EXPERT GROUPS

2016 reform
The Commission has committed to maintaining
a searchable “Register of Commission Expert
Groups and Other Similar Entities”, and their
respective members, which can be consulted
online.234 Safeguards to protect the independence
of the Commission from third-party influence are
non-binding on the Commission, but have been
strengthened significantly in 2016, with the adoption
of horizontal rules on the creation and operation
of Commission expert groups.235 The guidelines
ensure a common approach to expert groups
across the Commission, which is welcome in view
of the proliferation of a vast network of groups that
dwarf the capacity of watchdog scrutiny.
This includes specific measures on conflicts of
interest and on the independence of experts
appointed in their private capacity. Accordingly,
individuals joining expert groups in their personal
capacity (‘Type A’ members)236 are required to
submit declarations of interests alongside their
application to join an expert group,237 in view of
the need to protect the public interest. This will
be published by the Commission alongside a
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Meeting of a High level expert group on Key Enabling Technologies
recent curriculum vitae. Type A members may
also be remunerated, but only under specific
circumstances, if their work is “of such a nature
that without it the Union policy concerned could
not reach its objectives”, and are to be selected
following an open call for applications.238
There is a register on expert groups that requires
the publication of members, except in cases where
these represent Member State authorities, or where
it would pose a threat to their security. Observers
are also listed, and Type B and C members
(representing stakeholders in an area, e.g. corporate
lobbyists or representatives of industry associations)
are listed alongside the specific interests they
represent.239 Additionally, Type B and C members
may only be appointed if they are registered in the
Transparency Register.240

Conflicts of interest
While the aforementioned rules represent big
improvements vis-à-vis the situation predating
the 2016 reform,241 it is not clear in practice how
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(potential) conflicts of interest will be treated. As
noted by Corporate Europe Observatory, “the
Commission official closest to the stakeholder
and most in need of his/her advice is supposed
to make a judgement call of whether the conflict
is significant or not”.242 In principle, the standard
applied for the assessment of a conflict of interest
is broad, as any interest that may be “reasonably
perceived as compromising the expert’s capacity
to act independently” is deemed to be significant,243
although members with such a conflict of interest
can also be appointed as a Type B or C member,
for whom the requirement for independence is
replaced by a requirement to disclose the interests
lobbied for via the EU Transparency Register.
However, the new rules still allow carve-outs
in case of urgency, including as regards the
requirement to organise an open call for experts.244
The composition of expert groups, in part due
to the self-selection and the over-representation
of corporate interests among lobby groups,
continues not to be balanced. The fact that special
allowances can only be paid to individual members,
and not to experts representing organisations,

undermines the representation of non-profit
interests – whether non-governmental organisations
(NGOs), academics or think tanks, in particular
those from peripheral and poorer EU countries.
The new rules also do not require the publication of
minutes or summaries from expert group meetings,
in spite of repeated Ombudsman and civil society
requests245 to this end.

RECOMMENDATIONS
3 Create a unified interface for better
regulation, based on the register on
upcoming initiatives.
3 Introduce automatic, timely and
standardised publication of meetings,
agendas, participants and summaries of
expert groups.
3 Take additional steps to ensure balanced
representation of external stakeholders on
expert groups.

Delegated and
implementing acts
Similar to national political systems, the
executive (i.e., the Commission) is under certain
circumstances empowered to adopt technical
additions to legislation, so-called implementing and
delegated act. This type of legal act is intended for
technical subjects that do not lend themselves to
high-level political negotiations between the colegislators, ministers in the Council and Members of
the European Parliament, or which may have to be
adapted frequently without the need to engage in a
new legislative process.
Within the legislative procedure, and based on
provisions in the EU’s Treaties, the co-legislators
have the possibility to delegate authority to adopt
‘Delegated Acts’ to the Commission (to ‘supplement
or amend certain non-essential’ parts of legislation),
or to foresee the parameters within which the
Commission may adopt ‘Implementing Acts’, to
ensure uniform conditions of implementation.
Common examples are authorisations for use

of specific substances, updates in view of
technological developments, or the certification of
newly developed products and standards.
These procedures are much faster, but this type
of legislative procedure is only legitimate if the
procedures, and the scientific evidence they
are based on, are transparent and conducted
independently, i.e. without the risk of conflicts of
interest. This is even more pertinent since delegated
and implementing acts can regard direct grants
to specific beneficiaries or the authorisation of
products and substances from which specific
interests stand to profit, providing a strong incentive
to try and influence the decision-making process
or even the evidence base by funding favourable
research. Thanks largely to an increase in scrutiny
and transparency, decisions that may in the past
have been waved through on the grounds of
being purely technical can, on occasion, receive
considerable public attention.
This next section will describe the procedures
known in EU jargon as “comitology”, and the
transparency and accountability mechanisms under
which the Commission adopts such acts.

TRANSPARENCY
AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Access to document legislation (see section
on administrative transparency) also applies to
comitology committees, but the documents
submitted to committee members are
confidential and do not need to be disclosed in
the Comitology Register. Until recently, even the
drafts for delegated and implementing acts did
not have to be published until their final adoption
by the Commission. However, since 2017, draft
delegated and implementing acts are published
for stakeholder feedback pursuant to the IIA on
Better Law-making.246 The committees’ discussions
remain confidential. The Comitology Register
does, however, contain information on committee
agendas, summary records (not full minutes) and
voting results,247 although it does not include the
voting record country-by-country, as specified by
Articles 10(2) and 13(2) of the Standard Rule of
Procedure for comitology committees.248
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The confidentiality of Member State positions
in comitology is a problem, since national
governments can only be held accountable if
voters know how their own government positioned
itself, even if most topics are rather technical. A
recent case regarded certain pesticides that were
harmful for bees. An access to document request
on countries’ voting behaviour was refused by
the Commission. The European Ombudsman
reviewed the decision and recommended access
should be granted, due to the higher transparency
requirement for legislative activity and the fact
that an environmental issue was at stake, which
significantly increases transparency requirements
pursuant to the Aarhus Regulation.249 At issue
is therefore whether comitology is legislative in
nature. The Ombudsman branded the Commission
decision not to grant access to voting behaviour as
“maladministration” – the sharpest condemnation in
the Ombudsman’s toolbox.250
Unlike some expert groups, the members of
comitology committees represent Member States
and are not required to publish declarations of
financial interests. While the register contains
participant lists for comitology meetings, these
sheets are filled in by hand and specify that
no names may be entered. The list consists of
abbreviations for national ministries or acronyms of
other presumably governmental organisations. The
register further contains a summary of proceedings,
the outcome of any votes taken, the agenda
and information on the legal basis for acts under
discussion as well as the comitology procedure
applicable.
In spite of the lack of transparency on the
composition of committees, it is clear that the
Commission plays a fundamental role as the
agenda setter and pen-holder of any draft
delegated and implementing acts. The Commission
unit in charge of a specific dossier will send the
draft act to the members of the relevant comitology
committee, convene the committee, explain the
draft and ask for opinions or a vote. Whether a
vote is necessary, and what majorities are needed
to pass it, depends on the type of delegated or
implementing act specified in the empowering
legislation (the basic act).
In December 2017, the Commission launched an
Interinstitutional Register of Delegated Acts,251
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pursuant to the 2016 Agreement on Better Lawmaking between the Commission, Parliament and
Council, in an effort to increase transparency and
information-sharing on upcoming delegated and
implementing acts. This is important given that the
Council and Parliament still need to scrutinise newly
passed acts, even if the comitology procedure is
designed to work without their input.

Accountability
While the Commission previously based itself on
putatively objective science, it has found some
decisions under comitology to be fraught with
reputational risks and political backlash. In the years
2016 and 2017, a supposedly technical decision to
re-certify glyphosate, a pesticide sold exclusively
by Monsanto (now BASF) and used widely in the
EU, erupted in a major debate about the risks the
substance posed for human health. The technical
assessments of the European Food Safety Authority
and European Chemicals Agency were being called
into question based on the lack of transparency
of the studies used and the possibility that nonpeer-reviewed industry-funded studies may have
influenced the result, irretrievably politicising the
debate.
Under the current system, responsibility is
shared between the Commission and comitology
committees filled by Member States, which can
blur accountability. Member States will point at the
Commission as the initiator of the act, whereas
the Commission will point to the fact that Member
States could have blocked the law had they
wished to do so. Others have taken a different
view, suggesting that “to block an implementing
measure, you need a qualified majority vote in
the Appeal Committee against the Commission’s
draft. In practice, this is mission impossible”.252
The Commission itself states that “there has never
been a qualified majority amongst Member States
in favour or against a draft Commission decision
authorising genetically modified organisms” and
that as a result, the Commission had to take
decisions “systematically without the support
of a qualified majority of Member States in the
Committee”.253 The technical nature of most
such acts also means that the topics are unlikely
to be discussed at political level within national
governments.254

The Standing Committee on Plants, Animals, Food
and Feed did not have a qualified majority against
the re-certification of glyphosate, meaning that
the Commission could easily have adopted the
implementing act, based on the assessments by
the EU’s technical agencies. However, in view of
the raging political debate, the Commission was
keen to avoid taking responsibility for an unpopular
decision. The health commissioner Vytenis
Andriukaitis decided that the Commission would
simply not renew glyphosate unless a qualified
majority in favour of re-certification was found
among Member States,255 essentially turning the
logic of comitology on its head: the Commission
would not act unless the political level got involved
and would take responsibility in the Commission’s
stead. In the end, Member States did find a majority
to vote in favour of a shorter than usual five-year
re-certification.256
In 2017, the Commission moved to formalise this
approach, proposing new comitology rules that
would allow it to escalate a topic to the level of
the Council of the EU, where national ministers
sit, in case a contentious decision repeatedly
yields neither a positive nor a negative opinion in
comitology committees, and to additionally make
appeal committee votes public. Describing the need
for such an added layer of political accountability in
comitology, then President Jean-Claude Juncker
stated in his 2016 state of the union speech that this
would allow the Commission to “take responsibility
in recognising when some decisions are not for
us to take. It is not right that when EU countries
cannot decide among themselves whether or not
to ban the use of glyphosate in herbicides, the
Commission is forced by Parliament and Council
to take a decision. So we will change those rules
– because this is not democracy.”257 It should be
noted this reform is currently stalled at the European
Parliament, with no decision from the competent
Committee on Legal Affairs.258

DELEGATED ACTS
Delegated acts are “quasi-legislative measures”,259
and more far-reaching than implementing acts
– while Article 290 TFEU defines them as “nonlegislative”, it also notes the acts are “of general

application” and designed to “supplement or amend
certain non-essential elements of the legislative
act”. To delegate such powers to the Commission,
a legislative act (the “basic act” empowering the
delegation) must define the objectives, content,
scope and duration260 of the delegation of powers
explicitly.
Additionally, the basic act must specify whether
Parliament or the Council (each acting on their
own) may revoke the delegation, and whether any
delegated acts adopted by the Commission enter
into force automatically. Alternatively, Council and
Parliament may legislate that the delegated act
will only enter into force after a defined period of
time, and only if none of the two co-legislators has
expressed any reservations during a timeframe of
two months.261 To revoke an act or the delegation
itself, Parliament must vote by the majority of
its constituent members (a higher-than-usual
threshold), and the Council by Qualified Majority
Vote (QMV).262 Once the delegation is issued via a
legislative act by Parliament and the Council, the
Commission is in principle empowered to adopt
delegated acts without any involvement of the
Member States in comitology committees, which
gave rise to virulent criticism. It was said that the EP
had “lost the flow of detailed information”,263 while

While the vast amount of technical legislation is difficult to keep
an overview of, the recently launched Register of delegated
and implementing acts facilitates this process and allows users
to subscribe and get notified of draft acts in policy areas of
interest.
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others noted the Commission had the “power to
both propose and adopt” and to “consults whoever
it wants, however it wants”.264
This changed thoroughly with the Interinstitutional
Agreement on Better Law-making agreed by the
Council, Parliament and Commission in 2016.
Through this, the Commission committed to
“gathering, prior to the adoption of delegated
acts, all necessary expertise, including through
the consultation of Member States’ experts and
through public consultations”.265 A Common
Understanding was adopted, a new Interinstitutional
Register of Delegated Acts was launched in
December 2017, aiming to provide a complete
overview of the lifecycle of delegated acts. By
subscribing for specific topics or delegations
conferred by specific basic laws, users can be
notified about files of interest. The Parliament and
Council are on an equal footing when it comes
to scrutinising delegated acts. However, the main
accountability mechanism for delegated acts is
through comitology committees or expert groups,
filled with representatives of national ministries or
public institutes. In practice, the involvement of
Council and Parliament is limited.
To ensure the institutions have the information they
need to scrutinise draft delegated acts, Parliament
and Council “receive all documents at the same
time as Member States’ experts” in comitology
committees. The Commission has agreed to
systematically consult comitology committees
for draft delegated acts, even where the Treaty
allows it to adopt delegated acts without mention
of comitology.266 Specifically, the newly adopted
Common Understanding between the European
Parliament, the Council and the Commission on
Delegated Acts states that the “Commission shall
consult experts designated by each Member
State in the preparation of draft delegated acts”,
in a timely manner.267 Council and Member
State officials must be invited to these meetings,
simultaneously.268 This also includes provisions
to force the Commission to either take onboard
the experts’ feedback or explain why it will not, in
annex to committee proceedings.269 In terms of
public accountability, a summary of the consultation
process must accompany the explanatory
memorandum of a delegated act, meaning it will be
published together with the delegated act once it
becomes law.270
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The Commission states that it always consults
comitology committees and seeks feedback
from citizens and stakeholders within a four-week
period,271 although exceptions are made in the
urgency procedure.272 At the time of writing, three
draft delegated acts were open for feedback,
whereas 20 draft delegated acts were marked
as upcoming, giving stakeholders the possibility
to prepare. The forward-looking database is
much more accessible and well-structured than
the Comitology Register, which only displays
information on procedures that have already
passed. Importantly, the register on upcoming
initiatives also publishes the draft legal texts, while
the Comitology Register only allows the filing of
access to document requests, even for legal texts
that have long been adopted and published in the
official journal and EUR-Lex database.
However, the field of delegated acts is uneven
and complex. The Commission is still adapting
legislation that preceded the Lisbon Treaty and
foresees the “regulatory procedure with scrutiny”,
which the Treaty replaced by delegated acts back
in 2009. The delegations in basic laws may or may
not foresee the possibility of revocation, may give
different timeframes for that and may set additional
conditions, or not. This complicates the delivery,
scrutiny by the co-legislators, and by the public. To
reduce the potentially endless variety of procedures
on delegated acts, at least in the future, the 2016
Common Understanding also includes standard
clauses with a limited number of three options
on how to delegate authority in a basic law going
forward.273

IMPLEMENTING ACTS
Implementing acts are generally of a more technical
nature, and often concern aspects of EU law that
must be updated regularly. For example, lists of
companies certified as ship-recyclers or, as noted
above, the period of authorisation for pesticides
such as glyphosate, which must be regularly
reviewed to account for new scientific data on risks
for human health and the environment.
As with delegated acts, the basic legislative act
authorising the adoption of implementing acts lays
down the parameters within which the Commission

although in this case the Commission is legally
bound by the Comitology Regulation, not just by
an interinstitutional agreement, which any of the
three parties can unilaterally withdraw from. Draft
implementing acts and the agenda must be sent to
the corresponding comitology committee no less
than 14 days before the meeting.

may do so. For example, it may specify that the
Commission can only adopt an implementing
act if the comitology committee votes in favour
of it by qualified majority274 – normally, a ‘noopinion’ scenario leads to adoption, too. While
the procedure for delegated acts is self-executing
based on Article 290 TFEU, implementing acts
are based on a 2011 regulation passed by the
co-legislators. The Treaty, and the title of the
regulation, specify that it is Member States, not the
European Parliament, that exert control over the
Commission’s implementing acts.275 This introduces
a differentiation between the examination procedure
and the advisory procedure for the adoption of
implementing acts. The examination procedure is
reserved for implementing acts of a “general scope”
or with particularly important implications, e.g.
large funding programmes or adaptations made to
agricultural and fisheries policies, the environment,
health and safety protections, etc.276

In the committee, the Commission must explain its
proposal for an implementing act, and, since 2017,
it must also summarise the feedback gathered from
stakeholders and citizens via the online consultation
platform. The opinion of the committee must be
recorded in the minutes, which are later published
on the comitology register.277 However, the identity
of Member States making remarks or reservations
is not disclosed, meaning it is still impossible for
the public to hold their national administration to
account specifically, unless the Member State
requests to be identified in the minutes.

The procedure to be followed is very similar to the
one the Commission agreed to follow as part of
the Common Understanding on Delegated Acts,

In the case of the advisory procedure, the
committee may deliver an opinion, by simple
majority vote, if necessary. The Commission

Implementing and delegated acts are scrutinised by Member State representatives through an extensive process of so-called
comitology meetings.
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can then proceed with its implementing act,
while “taking utmost account of the conclusions
drawn from the discussions within the committee
and of the opinion delivered”.278 This means the
Commission is not bound whatsoever by the
committee opinion, given that ‘taking utmost
account’ is not a legally actionable term.
In the examination procedure on the other
hand, Member State opinions are binding. If a
negative opinion is passed by simple majority, the
Commission cannot adopt the implementing act,279
but may amend its proposal or put it to an appeal
committee, which functions like the comitology
committee but is composed of higher-ranking
national officials. If no opinion is passed at all, the
Commission may proceed with adoption. This is
the case with most controversial subjects, e.g.
glyphosate and genetically modified organisms.280
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Parliament and Council must be kept informed of
implementing acts. However, even if they formally
object to an implementing act, or find that the act
goes beyond the Commission’s powers defined in
the basic act, the Commission must merely review
its implementing act, but is not legally bound to
withdraw or amend it.

RECOMMENDATIONS
3 Streamline the procedures applicable to
delegated acts in line with the ‘Common
Understanding on Delegtaed Acts’ from
2016, including for existing delegated acts,
to ease scrutiny procedures.
3 Introduce automatic, timely and
standardised publication of meetings,
agendas, participants and summaries of
comitology meetings.

ETHICS
The European Union is a representative
democracy; citizens transfer powers to elected
representatives281 and therefore entrust them with
the protection of their interests. Levels of trust in EU
institutions have been rising slightly since reaching
their lowest point in 2014, when “less than a third of
Europeans” trusted the Commission.282
In the next sections, we will assess the
Commission’s integrity framework, focusing on the
developments in law and in practice; on the rules in
place for the Members of the Commission as well
as for Commission staff, and the operation of the
EU anti-fraud office and whistleblowing policy.

BOX 2: Conflict of interest defined
Conflict of interest as defined by
Transparency International
Situation where an individual or the entity for
which they work – whether a government,
business, media outlet or civil society
organisation – is confronted with choosing
between the duties and demands of their
position and their own private interests.

Conflict of interest as defined by the Code
of Conduct of Members of Commission
A conflict of interest arises where a Member of
the Commission has a personal interest that may
influence the independent performance of its
duties. A conflict of interest does not exist where
a Member benefits only as a member of the
general public or of a broad class of persons.

The Commission’s
integrity framework
This section will look into rules to safeguard the
integrity of the Commission by detecting and
managing potential conflict of interest situations.
Conflicts of interest invariably arise in public
institutions of the size of the European Commission,
so the key lies in devising mechanisms and
procedures that raise awareness of the rules,
enable detection and reporting of potential conflicts,
and set out ways to mitigate them.
The Commission has an ethics strategy, which is
continuously revised, including updated guidance
documents.283 This is reflected in the relatively
higher awareness of ethics rules in the Commission
as compared to the Parliament and the Council,
with over 60 per cent of Commission staff claiming
good knowledge of the ethical framework,284 and
over 50 per cent having participated in ethicsrelated training.285
Members of the Commission and EU staff are
bound by the Treaties to carry out their duties in the
general interest of the Union, with independence
and integrity.286 The Treaties also establish that
the Court of Justice can, upon request by the
Commission or the Council, forcibly remove
a Commissioner if they are “guilty of serious
misconduct” or no longer fulfil the conditions
required for the performance of their duties, or lift
their right to a pension or other benefits.287 In the
exercise of their responsibilities, Commissioners
can be held individually accountable.
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CODE OF CONDUCT FOR
COMMISSIONERS
The ethical standards for Commissioners are further
elaborated on in the Code of Conduct for Members
of the Commission,288 which entails a duty to “avoid
any situation which may give rise to a conflict of
interest or which may reasonably be perceived as
such”.289
Following the revolving door case of former
Commission President José Manuel Barroso, the
Ad Hoc Ethical Committee of the Commission
concluded that the Code was not sufficiently strict
for it to criticise the former President taking up a
position with Goldman Sachs International, even
if he would “certainly” deal with issues related to
his former responsibilities.290 The ethics committee
further noted that “the Code apparently starts
from the presumption that once that [cooling-off]
period has expired, a former commissioner is in
principle entitled also to accept occupations related
to matters for which he has been responsible
as commissioner”. The Committee posits that
“[w]hether the Code is sufficiently strict in these
respects is not for the Committee to answer”.291
The European Ombudsman opened a far-reaching
investigation into the matter based on three
complaints received inter alia from a group of
Commission staff concerned about the reputational
consequences about Barroso’s move.292
As a direct consequence of the Barroso episode,
the Juncker Commission decided to update the
Code of Conduct,293 with a new one adopted on 31
January 2018. Replacing the 2011 Code, the update
mainly strengthens cooling-off periods, increasing
them from 18 to 24 months for Commissioners, and
to three years for the President of the Commission,
while also introducing a new “Independent Ethical
Committee” (see section below). A more exhaustive
list of outside activities, a more detailed declaration
of interest and definition of conflicts of interest are
also among the changes.
With a few exceptions in unpaid roles,
Commissioners are not allowed to engage in any
outside activities during their mandate.294 The 2018
revision of the Code of Conduct has made the
rule more detailed and now lists several outside
activities that Members can perform, as long as
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their practice does not interfere in their official duties
or create a risk of conflict of interest.295 Members
will have to inform the President for outside activities
such as honorary posts, publication of books or
unpaid lectures.

Declarations of interests
One of the most important tools to spot
potential conflicts of interest is the declarations
of assets, financial and non-financial interests
of Commissioners that could lead to a conflict
of interest. Since the 2018 reform of the Code
of Conduct, these declarations, which have to
be updated annually, do not only include the
Commissioner’s own interests, but also their
spouse or partner or their minor children, to the
extent they can give rise to a conflict of interest.
The Code foresees the publication of declarations
in an electronic and machine-readable format with
all necessary information, financial or otherwise,
“capable of giving rise to a conflict of interest”.296
However, there has been some concern as to the
exact procedure followed to “identify inaccuracies
and other issues before they attract public attention,
potentially jeopardising public trust”.297 The code
specifies that scrutiny of declarations needs to
happen under “the authority of the President”.298 In
practice, declarations are systematically checked by
services in the Commission’s Secretariat-General,
with a particular focus on completeness of the
information and whether it is capable of giving
rise to conflicts of interest,299 including through
open source searches and by offering guidance to
incoming Commissioners.
The declarations can be found as a sub-section
of the Commissioners’ personal page,300 or on
a dedicated page on “Ethics and integrity for
Commissioners”.301 Declarations furthermore
contain previous employments or institutional
roles, and must be updated annually, or within
two months of a change of the situation of a
Commissioner.302 Unfortunately, the website only
shows the latest version of their declarations
without information regarding prior declarations
or updates. Communicating such changes
transparently would greatly enhance the
usefulness of this tool, as previous interests and
the mitigation thereof may still have an impact on a
Commissioner’s priorities.

Most Commissioners’ outside occupations concern
national political engagements and/or activities of
an honorary nature in associations or academic
institutions. The Code requires that such external
activities are non-professional and unpaid.303
Honorary posts too can lead to risks of conflicts of
interest, for example, when such foundations are
funded by the Commission.
Failure to disclose information has caused problems
in the past, with two-term Commissioner Neelie
Kroes (2004-14) reportedly failing to declare
her directorship of an off-shore company in the
Bahamas, which was revealed by the International
Consortium of Investigative Journalists in the
2016 Panama Papers.304 While this would
seem to present a clear breach of the Code,
the Commission merely issued a reprimand.305
According to Commission minutes, Ms Kroes was
also in breach of Article 7(4) of Council Regulation
422/67 determining the emoluments of the
President and Members of the Commission by
having received a transitional allowance based on
her failure to declare her 2015 income, although she
later declared the income and the Commission was
able to recover the funds.306 It should be noted that
then President Juncker did ask the (pre-reform) Ad
Hoc Ethical Committee to look into the matter and
offer advice on whether to take legal action against
the former Commissioner, and it was the latter that
advised against taking this action.307
The code also contains provisions regarding gifts,
travel and hospitality. Gifts of a value exceeding
€150 must not be accepted, or must be handed
over to the Commission.308 The Commission’s
Protocol Department keeps a public register of
gifts received.309 As of December 2019, the list of
gifts received by former Commissioners from 2014
to July 2019 is public.310 Although all items on list
will consequently be worth more than €150, the
frequency of some countries in gifting to specific
Commissioners elicits our curiosity as to the items
that may be deemed worth less than €150 and
therefore not declared.
Transparency on expenses of Commissioners’
missions abroad was also improved with the
Code, with Commissioners required to publish the
expenses of their travel every two months.311

Revolving doors
BOX 3: Revolving doors defined
Revolving doors as defined by Transparency
International312
Movement of individuals between positions of
public office and jobs in the same sector in private
or non-profit organisations, in either direction.

Revolving doors as defined by the European
Ombudsman313
When staff members leave the EU civil service to
take up positions externally (e.g. private sector),
or individuals join the public sector from outside.

Commissioners are attractive hires for organisations
aiming to influence EU policy-making. Given their
contacts and insights, they can become lobbyists
with privileged access to inside information.
Towards the end of their mandate Commissioners
may start to consider their options, which can
present potential conflicts of interest in the absence
of a sufficiently long cooling-off period.
A 2017 report by Transparency International EU
on the revolving door phenomenon found that
the 27 former Commissioners from the Barroso
Commission took around 114 new positions within
a diverse range of sectors, including academia,
NGOs, public service and private companies.
Forty of these new employments were brought
before the ad hoc Ethical Committee (see below),
to check if they may constitute a conflict of interest
with the Commissioners’ previous portfolios. More
than half of the Commissioners took on roles for
organisations registered in the EU Transparency
Register,314 although only seven of these were forprofit companies. Among the more controversial
cases were the move of the former Commissioner
for the digital agenda to ride-hailing company Uber.
While this appointment occurred within days of
the expiry of the cooling-off period,315 a number of
these appointments happened before the 18-month
period expired.316
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A number of private sector interests are strategically located all around the Schuman Roundabout in Brussels’ EU Quarter
As mentioned above, the cooling off period was
extended with the 2018 reform to two years for
Commissioners, and three years for the President,
during which time Commissioners wanting to
engage in any professional activity need to inform
the Commission two months in advance.317 They
are additionally prohibited from lobbying former
colleagues, Commissioners or Commission staff on
matters related to their portfolio during this time.318
The Code, as well as the Treaties,319 require former
Commissioners to maintain professional secrecy, a
requirement which is unlimited in time.
However, there are no sanctions short of the Treatybased procedure in front of the Court of Justice
of the EU pursuant to Articles 245 and 247 TFEU,
which the Commission may initiate. Alternatively,
the Commission may merely decide to issue a
“reprimand”, and to do so publicly. As regards
current Commissioners, the President may ask
them to resign at any time.320

The Independent Ethical Committee
First established in 2004, the Commission “Ad
hoc Ethical Committee”321 was reformed into the
“Independent Ethical Committee” with the 2018
reform.322 Like its predecessor, the new Committee
does not have permanent staff. It is composed
of three members, appointed by the Commission
on a proposal from the President, for a renewable
mandate of three years. Committee members
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are not remunerated with the exception of travel
reimbursements, meaning they do not derive any
personal gain from their role, and they must sign
declarations on the absence of conflicts of interest.
The new Committee has a clearer set of rules,
including an explicit reference to the provision of
secretarial support by the Commission. Its functions
consist of advising the Commission President
on the application of the Code and providing
recommendations on any ethics-related questions,
including on the compatibility of new occupations
of former Members with Article 245 TFEU. The
opinions of the new committee remain non-binding,
but are published, making it politically difficult to
disregard its advice.
The main innovation regards the formalisation of
the appointment procedure of the Committee’s
members, given that this Committee is no
longer ad hoc, plus the requirement to publish
an annual report on the implementation of the
Code of Conduct, which contains a section
on the Committee’s work.323 For the first such
report, issued for the year 2018, this appears
to be a minimalist exercise. It highlights that the
setup of the Independent Ethical Committee has
brought a “substantial improvement” to the ethics
regime of the Commission, although this is left
unsubstantiated.324 The current members of the
Committee are the ones appointed under the
Juncker Commission,325 the Commissioners whose

While some have called this a breach of the Code of
Conduct,330 the Commission itself characterised the
incident as a “mistake”.331 Our above assessment
is not detailed enough to conclude whether a
breach of the Code occurred, but it suggests a
more thorough investigation is warranted. While
the Commission has sought to downplay the
matter, taking sides in a national election is no small
matter from the perspective of the Croatian citizens
which the Commission also serves.332 Relying on
the initiative of the President to solicit an opinion
of the Independent Ethical Committee is not an
effective mechanism to safeguard the correct
implementation of the Code in this case.

Committee opinions
post-term office moves they are now asked to
judge.
However, the Independent Ethical Committee does
not have the ability to initiate investigations. It has to
be consulted when former Commissioners seek a
new employment related to their former portfolio.326
Otherwise, the Committee relies on the initiative of
the President, meaning it remains reactive in nature.
This can become a problem, as the Commission
may prefer not to give additional visibility to a topic
by soliciting an opinion from the Committee.
A recent episode illustrates this limitation, when
President von der Leyen endorsed the Croatian
Prime Minister in his re-election campaign, with
both being members of the European People’s
Party. This could constitute a violation of Article
9(3) of the Code of Conduct, which specifies
that Commissioners “shall abstain” from making
statements on behalf of political parties of which
they are a member, “except” when they have
notified their intention to take part in an electoral
campaign, which may entail unpaid leave.327 The
Code does not appear well-prepared for this
scenario, however, as the President may in principle
notify herself of such an intention, and even decide
whether her own participation in the campaign is
compatible with her duties or requires electoral
leave,328 leading the European Ombudsman to
observe that “there may be a need for a separate
code of conduct” for the Commission President.329

Transparency has been improved significantly. The
opinions issued by the Committee are published
automatically, as has happened for the first time
in the case of former Vice-President Katainen,333
pursuant to the Code.334 The increasing number
of Committee opinions posted online do indeed
provide a good overview of the information taken
into account and the nature of the proposed
activities by former Commissioners, increasing
the level of public knowledge about those new
posts.335 Deliberations by the Committee remain
confidential.336 Decisions prior to 2018 can only
be found in the minutes of College meetings. By
searching these, we were able to identify 114
decisions pursuant to opinions from the Committee,
with at least five negative opinions issued,337
although in all cases the former Commissioner in
question withdrew their request for employment. 338
The Ad Hoc and the Independent Ethical
Committee have not prohibited new employments
by former Commissioners, 339 although sometimes
Commissioners withdrew notification of a new
employment when the Committee considered
issuing an outright negative opinion, something
that is likely to become clear when the Committee
hears the former Commissioner, as is their
right.340 By withdrawing the request, publication
of a negative opinion can be averted, as such
a withdrawal would not be announced, unless
the matter was already reported on in the press.
Nevertheless, the Committee may report on
(envisaged) negative opinions in its annual report,
in an anonymised way. We would encourage this
practice to promote a better understanding of what
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kind of employments would not be acceptable in
the Committee’s view.
In practice, more may have to be done to ensure
Commissioners are aware of the requirements
for follow-on employments, with a series of new
posts for ex-Commissioners announced before
the opinion of the Committee was in. This was
the case with former Commissioner Oettinger’s
appointment,341 by publication in the Hungarian
Official Journal, 342 to the position of Vice-Chairman
of the Hungarian National Science Policy Council.
Mr Oettinger indicated he would accept the offer,
although he had not signed a contract yet.343 While
academic roles attract little scrutiny, this move
sits uneasily with Hungary’s eviction of Central
European University from Budapest and the
ongoing Article 7 procedure against it. Mr Oettinger
submitted the position for review,344 but, as of
September 2020, no opinion or decision on this
matter had been published.
In the final year of the mandate in the Juncker
Commission, Commissioner Oettinger also
founded a consultancy while still in office,345 with
the Commission taking more than one year to

ascertain the scope of its activities and issue
its approval,346 due to the complexity of the
additional information to be ascertained.347 The
Independent Ethical Committee and the College
of Commissioners adopting the Decision took this
case as an opportunity to lay out an unprecedented
number of conditions, including the need to
submit to the Commission a list of clients every six
months during the first two years and to not accept
mandates which regard his areas of work within the
Commission.348 In the opinion delivered on the case,
the Committee also noted that the Commission
should consider imposing the same restrictions on
all former Members seeking to provide consultancy
services,349 due to the potentially unlimited breadth
of clients and interests to be represented.

Final decisions
The final decision on whether Commissioners
are acting with integrity, and in particular the
decision about the existence of conflicts of
interest in their future employment, lies with the
current Commissioners. Since the opinions of
the Ethical Committee have been published, we

In times of the COVID-19 pandemic, the College of Commissioners meets in a larger room to enable socially distanced conduct
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acknowledge that the Commission has in recent
years implemented the opinions as received from
the Ethical Committee. Nevertheless, it seems
at least plausible that, in judging the professional
choices of their predecessors, Commissioners
may consider that they too could seek employment
in organisations where the experience from their
Commission portfolio remains relevant. This is not
in itself a problem – as long as the public can trust
that there is a sufficiently independent, serious
and transparent review of whether a particular
new employment jeopardises the public interest.
Alternatively, the Council may also decide to bring a
case against a (former) Commissioner to the CJEU,
as happened once before.350
To return to the Barroso-example, President
Juncker took the revolving door case seriously,
asking for an opinion from the ethical committee
when he did not have to, and taking it as a cue
to reform the entire Code of Conduct. However,
Juncker also declared he does “not have a problem
with him working for a private bank – but maybe
not this bank”,351 which would seem to open up
a double standard at the expense of Goldman
Sachs. But as the Committee notes in its opinion,
“Goldman Sachs may be considered at the
vanguard of aggressive capitalism but as long as it
respects the rule of law, it is in itself not against the
law to accept a position at the bank.”352
The increased transparency of the reformed Ethical
Committee certainly reduces the risk that ethics
breaches may be treated as a political issue to be
sorted out among gentlemen. Nevertheless, the
Treaty leaves little room for interpretation: in the end,
the current College of Commissioners must decide
whether to take action on alleged ethics breaches,
or the Council of the EU.353 Intergovernmental
decisions within the Council are, however, even
more politicised, reducing the likelihood that
ethics considerations will prevail.354 Commission
Presidents are not chosen on the basis of their
ethics record, and in fact, both President Juncker355
and President von der Leyen356 were dealing
with parliamentary Committees of Inquiry in their
respective national parliaments investigating their
political record whilst taking up the Commission
Presidency. There is a strong case for putting an
independent, specialised authority in charge of

monitoring and follow-up of breaches. We suggest
the EU Ethics Body common to all EU institutions,
proposed in the political guidelines of President von
der Leyen, should take over this role.

RECOMMENDATIONS
3 The Independent Ethical Committee should
have the right to initiate investigations into
any suspected or reported breach of the
Code of Conduct. Staff resources should
be increased to cope with the additional
responsibilities.
3 The Independent Ethical Committee
should have sanctioning powers.
3 Notifications on new professional activities
of former Commissioners’ should be made
public as soon as they are submitted,
pending review by the Independent Ethical
Committee.
3 Commission services should conduct
proactive monitoring of new professional
activities by former Commissioners.
3 Old declarations of interest of
Commissioners should not be deleted
once an update is filed. All past
declarations should remain online.

RULES FOR COMMISSION
STAFF
Whereas Commissioners form the political
leadership of the institution and are accountable
politically, this does not apply to Commission
staff. Most staff spend their entire career at the
EU institutions, and their rights and obligations
are spelled out in the EU Staff Regulations. This
covers procedures and benchmarks for promotion
and salary progression, integrity measures and
the general principle that staff are to carry out their
duties objectively and impartially in the Union´s
interests.357
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A brief overview of general rules
Gifts and side activities: The Staff Regulations
state clearly that EU staff may not accept any gift
from any government or external sources, without
the permission of the institution, including honour
or favours.358 Commission staff may presume gifts
are acceptable under a value of €50, and need prior
permission for gifts or services (such as dinners,
receptions, hospitality) at a value of €50-150.359 The
guidance issued on this by the Commission was
recognised as best practice.360
Outside activities by EU staff, including paid or
unpaid activities, must not interfere with the official’s
duties nor be incompatible with the interests of the
institution.361 The framing of the Staff Regulations
allows the Commission to refuse outside activities
only if this would “interfere with the performance
of the official’s duties or is incompatible with the

interests of the institution”.362 The latest update of
the Commission’s internal rules on outside activities
came in 2018,363 revising a procedure to request
permission to engage in an outside activity. It also
lists a number of conditions under which prior
permission is deemed to have been granted, with
examples, FAQs and guidance provided.364 Outside
activities may not be permitted if they are to the
detriment of staff performance or the interests of
the institution, or if they give rise to a conflict of
interest. Whether any of these conditions are met
remains for the Appointing Authority to determine.
Remunerated outside activities may be allowed up
to a ceiling of €10,000 per year, although a number
of income streams are exempt from this ceiling (e.g.
royalties for publications or intellectual property
rights). Another change introduced in 2018 is that
commercial activities will no longer be prohibited by
default but assessed on a case-by-case basis.365
The Commission notes this is applied very strictly,
allowing only activities that pose no conflicts of
interest.
Declaring conflicts of interest: Upon their first
employment by the Commission, staff are required
to submit self-declarations of potential conflicts of
interest stemming from outside activities, financial
interests, the previous employer and gainful
employment of their spouses.366 This regards
at least 2,500 declarations per year, meaning
Commission staff cannot complement each case
with systematic open source research and veracity
checks. Since 2014, a detailed form is used for
this purpose, although a declaration is made
only once, at the very beginning of an official’s
career, meaning these circumstances can change
significantly. However, staff are required to make ad
hoc declarations of conflicts of interest whenever
they arise,367 to report on the employment of their
spouse,368 to seek permission to perform outside
activities while in service or while on leave on
personal grounds, to receive gifts, and to resubmit
a declaration when returning from leave on personal
grounds (see below).

Beyond its iconic headquarters, the Commission occupies
dozens of large office buildings throughout a number of
Brussels neighbourhoods
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In addition, DG Competition requires officials to
certify the absence of conflicts of interest before
being attributed a case, bringing the total of ethics
declarations to 6,000 per year. However, they only
have to declare those interests that may impair their

independence or constitute a conflict of interest,
meaning that the interpretation is left to the official
filling their self-declaration. The Court of Auditors
noted that staff members lack the guidance
to assess conflicts of interest. This means the
declarations depend on subjective judgments,369 a
point the European Ombudsman also expressed
concern about.370 Staff do receive guidance from
the Human Resources department,371 and over 70
annual trainings are organised.
The guidance and real-world examples are crucial,
as people without specialised knowledge may not
always identify a (potential) conflict of interest. The
very act of judging one’s own potential conflicts
of interest creates, in itself, a conflict of interest. A
specific scenario that is likely to give rise to such
conflicts is described in more detail below (see
Officials on unpaid leave).
Politicised appointments: Staff progression
and procedures for the selection of senior
staff have recently become a flashpoint in the
so-called Selmayr affair, which led to sharp
criticism and condemnation from the European
Parliament372 (for criticism of politicised hiring
practices at the European Parliament – see our
study focusing on that institution)373 as well as the
charge of ‘maladministration’ from the European
Ombudsman,374 who additionally alleged that
its enquiry “showed in detail how Mr Selmayr’s
appointment did not follow EU law, in letter or spirit,
and did not follow the Commission’s own rules,”375
although the Commission denies this.376 The
European Parliament piled in that the appointment
“was a coup-like action which stretched and
possibly even overstretched the limits of the law”,377
all while acknowledging that the Commission could
have appointed Mr Selmayr directly to SecretaryGeneral, without the need for a double promotion in
the space of a few minutes.378
The broader point of interest here is not this specific
case, however, but the delimitation between the
political level of the Commission and the services
level. The practice of ‘parachuting’379 Cabinet
personnel into key functions in the European
Commission entails the risk, over time, of a
politicisation of the Commission’s administration. Of
course, the transition of the Head of the President’s
Cabinet to Secretary-General, as in the case of Mr

Selmayr, is a particularly visible case, as it concerns
transition from the most powerful staff position at
the political level to the most powerful position at
the services level. However, many Cabinet officials
are appointed to key positions upon their return to
the services level.
Nevertheless, internal competitions are regularly
organised by the European Personal Selection
Office (EPSO) at the request of the Commission.380
These are intended, in the EU Staff Regulations, for
staff with at least three years experience.381 Recent
internal competitions sometimes make use of socalled ‘talent screeners’,382 which could be used
as a way to ensure that only Cabinet personnel
are eligible. These competitions facilitate the entry
into a lifetime employment as EU official for staff
who were employed by a Commission Cabinet on
temporary contracts (although the number for such
externals on temporary contracts is limited for each
Cabinet).383 Cabinet rules do emphasise that “[n]
o guarantee may be given concerning recruitment
to Commission services, since the normal rules for
external recruitment must apply”.384 Nonetheless,
towards the end of the Juncker Commission,
411 positions were to be filled via these internal
competitions, including five competitions for
temporary agents only,385 which excludes regular
contract agents and thereby also tilts the field
towards temporary Cabinet officials. Judging from
press reports, the practice appears to stretch back
decades.386
Recent reports point to a stronger involvement of
the Commission President and her Head of Cabinet
in the appointment of senior management positions
(Directors and upward) in the von der Leyen
Commission. This is also blamed for the unusually
high number of vacant posts among senior
management, which reportedly stands at over 20
per cent according to a Politico analysis.387

Revolving doors
The EU Staff Regulations establishes an obligation
to act with integrity, which extends beyond the
period of their employment and requires a coolingoff period of two years for all staff.388 During this
time, former staff must inform the Commission of
their intention to engage in a professional activity
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and, should this activity fall within the scope of their
work during the last three years of employment and
present a conflict with the legitimate interests of
the institution, this activity may either be forbidden
or subject to additional conditions (e.g. no lobby
meetings).
Senior staff (Directors-General, Deputy DirectorsGeneral, Directors, Heads of Cabinet and Special
Advisors)389 are prevented, during a 12-month
period, from “engaging in lobbying or advocacy
vis-à-vis staff of their former institution for their
business, clients or employers on matters for which
they were responsible during the last three years in
the service.”390 The Commission may extend this
ban on lobbying to 24 months.
The conditions under which new employments
should be prohibited or restricted are laid out in
more detail in a Commission Decision from 2018,
emphasising factors such as whether the official
would work on issues under their responsibility
during the last three years of their Commission
employment, whether the new employer is a public
or private entity and whether the former official
would represent interests vis-à-vis the Commission.
The inclusion of whether a new occupation “would
risk harming the reputation of the former staff
member and the Commission, for example, by
retroactively casting doubt on the former staff
member’s impartiality while he or she was still in
the service, thereby tarnishing the Commission’s
image”391 seems of particular relevance.
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number leave the Commission each year, most
entering retirement. However, hiring former senior
civil servants is a preferred strategy of Brusselsbased lobbying firms, and entails the risk of conflicts
of interest, both in the period leading up to the
change of position and as regards lobbying former
colleagues or having detailed knowledge of ongoing
dossiers, a risk greatly reduced after the expiry of
the cooling-off period. At the same time, the rules
should account for the fact that contract agents –
unlike permanent officials – do not have a choice
but to look for alternative employment after their
contract has expired or, normally, after six years. At
the moment, such differentiation is mainly done on
a case-by-case basis. This discretion may enable
proportionality, but does not necessarily ensure
consistency or reassure the public.

Former staff must notify the Commission of
intended new employment 30 working days in
advance, within their two-year cooling-off period.392
The Appointing Authority in this case is the
Directorate-General for Human Resources and
Security. It will consult the Directorates-General
where the official worked over the last three years,
as well as the Secretariat-General, the Legal
Service and the Joint Committee (management and
staff unions).393

The Commission is obliged to publish annual
reports on the new occupational activities of senior
officials after leaving the service.394 According to
these reports, from 2014 to 2018, the Commission
has imposed a ban on lobbying on 34 activities
requested by 25 officials, but did not prohibit
any of the new employments altogether. Nine
post-employment activities were identified as a
potential risk of conflict of interest, but none was
prohibited.395 The annual reports do mention some
conditions imposed on former senior officials,
but descriptions are too vague to reassure the
public. The Commission emphasises that the DG,
hierarchy and former unit of an official would be
aware of lobbying restrictions, on a need-to-know
basis. Nevertheless, the two examples spelled
out in the section below call this mechanism into
question. Making the restrictions placed on former
officials public would clearly stand a better chance
of ensuring compliance, including by displaying the
conditions imposed in the relevant entry of the EU
Transparency Register, a suggestion also made by
the European Ombudsman.396 Otherwise, it is not
clear how EU institutions being lobbied by former
senior officials can be expected to notice if a breach
occurs.

The point of cooling-off periods is not to prevent
former staff from taking up new positions, and
indeed the vast majority of new employments pose
no risks of conflict of interest whatsoever, including
in academia, think tanks and public authorities. Of
the over 3,000 senior Commission staff, a large

In particular, the general nature of the authorisation
decisions by the Commission regarding postemployment activities (most senior officials falling
under this procedure go on to offer “consultancy
services” without giving any detail about the sector
or the identity of current and future clients) makes it

impossible to monitor whether former officials have
respected the conditions. The Commission reports
it often gives ‘ring-fenced’ authorisations that only
apply to specific policy areas, meaning former
officials would need to lodge new requests if they
were to work on an area not yet approved.
Based on a sample of 65 revolving door cases
for lower-level officials, the Ombudsman found a
number of loopholes that need to be addressed,
including the clarification of which post-term
office activities should be prohibited, the need
to accelerate the process of assessing requests
and delivering decisions and the importance
of developing effective measures to monitor
staff compliance with ethics obligations.397 The
Ombudsman notes that EU institutions have
a large degree of discretion on prohibiting any
kind of follow-on employment in case of harm
to the reputation of the institution, but that the
Commission “very rarely uses this legal option”.398
However, the Commission notes it only needs to
ban jobs where no mitigating measures can be
taken, and that it has increased use of this option
since the Ombudsman report.

Officials on unpaid leave
A potential source of conflicts of interest is EU
officials’ right to take unpaid leave for an extended
period, and up to 12 years, during which they may
seek employment elsewhere.399 Leave is initially
only granted for periods of up to one year, and
may only be extended by one year at a time. This
means officials will need to file new requests for
leave on personal grounds every year, which the
Commission may choose not to grant if this is at
odds with the interests of the institution. While
officials continue to have to abide by restrictions
on outside activities, and need prior authorisation
for any gainful employment during this period,
some cases suggest a very lax interpretation of
these rules, or an outright inability to spot obvious
potential for conflicts of interest. In principle,
similar provisions apply as for officials who have
recently left the service, including the need to
seek authorisation for new employments and
to submit a self-declaration about conflicts of
interest upon return to the service. The guidelines
have been updated recently400 and, according to

our interviews, strengthened the leeway for the
Commission to prohibit lobbying not only vis-àvis the Commission but also other institutions.
The Commission conducts around 700 conflict
of interest checks a year regarding intended
outside activities of officials during leave on
personal grounds. While we have limited insight
into this process, the Ombudsman notes that
this is generally done in line with the EU Staff
Regulations.401
Since the 2014 revision of the EU Staff Regulations,
officials shall not engage in “an occupational
activity, whether gainful or not, which involves
lobbying or advocacy vis-à-vis his institution”, or
give rise to potential conflicts of interest.402 However,
activities should in principle be authorised and
potential conflicts should be mitigated by additional
conditions to be imposed, e.g. a ban on any
contacts with the previous Directorate-General for
as long as the unpaid leave continues.
However, the rules for this programme may
have considerable loopholes. A well-known
case regards an official who first worked for the
multinational oil company ExxonMobil, then joined
the Commission’s DG Energy to oversee relations
with the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC). Until 2019, while on leave
from the Commission, they were Saudi Aramco’s
“Principal Representative” for Europe and Russia403
– representing the interests of Saudi Arabian
state-owned oil giant vis-à-vis public authorities in
Europe, which would very much encompass the
Commission and DG Energy. This new job was
authorised by the Commission, subject to some
conditions, although these conditions are not
publicly known.404
Another more recent case concerns a former head
of the Regulatory Coordination and Markets Unit
at the Directorate-General for Communications
Networks, Content and Technology. In 2018,
during unpaid leave, the official was authorised
to take up a job as Vodafone Public Policy
Development Director, a position that, on the face
of it, also involves relations with public authorities.
While conditions imposed included a ban on
lobbying Commission staff,405 an investigation by
Netzpolitik showed a number of instances where
he interacted directly with Vodafone’s lobby targets
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at the Commission.406 The Commission’s refusal
to give access to documents on the matter was
deemed to be maladministration by the European
Ombudsman,407 given that the documents
requested would have allowed a conclusion to be
drawn as to whether the official in question was
in fact honouring the conditions imposed on his
activity.408 Meanwhile, the annual authorisation for
the official in question to continue his unpaid leave
and public policy Directorship at Vodafone was
renewed in 2019.409
The existence of such cases amply illustrates
how decisions on potential conflicts of interest
require independent oversight and the courage
to outright prohibit some moves. According to
documents obtained by the Corporate Europe
Observatory pursuant to access to document
requests, in 2019 the Commission green-lighted
363 new employments for former officials, while
rejecting three requests, and authorised 594 new
employments for officials on unpaid leave, again
rejecting only three.410

Disciplinary sanctions
The Investigation and Disciplinary Office of the
Directorate-General Human Resources and
Security of the Commission (IDOC) can launch
administrative inquiries and disciplinary procedures,
upon a mandate from the Appointing Authority.
Under the EU Staff Regulations, sanctions can
be considerable, and range from the issuance
of reprimands that will mainly affect career
progression, to the possibility of downgrading staff
in rank and salary bands, or, in exceptional cases,
removal from post with or without the reduction of
pension rights.411
With regard to offences serious enough to warrant
criminal investigations by national prosecutorial
authorities, IDOC is obliged to wait until a judgment
of last instance is handed down.412 This leads to
the unfortunate situation where even in very grave
cases, the judgment of legal appeals must be
awaited, a process that may take several years.413
Arguably, the ‘relationship of trust’ between
employer and official can break down based on
behaviour that might not amount to a criminal
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offence, but civil servants could arguably be held to
higher standards than simply not crossing the very
last line that breaks the criminal code. While the
Commission may suspend officials, being unable to
remove them earlier or irrespective of a conviction
holds clear potential to harm the reputation of the
Commission. Nevertheless, the EU Courts have
taken a strict stance,414 annulling decisions based
on procedural detail.
The procedures required, even for mere
reprimands, are described as very cumbersome.
When suspicions arise or are reported from another
service, even if the report is anonymous, an
administrative inquiry may be opened. For sanctions
to be levied, the case has to be brought to a
disciplinary board, which normally includes three
members appointed by the Commission and two
by staff unions.415 In practice, sanctions tend to be
rather limited.416 IDOC registered 75 cases in 2016,
63 cases in 2017, 77 cases in 2018 and 90 cases
in 2019, including categories such as non-respect
of financial rules, abuse of IT infrastructure, irregular
declarations, grossly inappropriate behaviour,
harassment, prolonged unauthorised absences,
unauthorised commercial activities and conflicts
of interest. Twenty-two officials were sanctioned in
2016, 12 officials in 2017, while 18 were sanctioned
in 2018, and only nine in 2019. While three or four
permanent officials were removed from post every
year in the period 2016-19,417 with IDOC ascribing
a “deterrent function” to the sanctions levied, it is
still notable that many officials who were found
guilty of fraud, false medical invoices and refusal to
follow instructions from hierarchy only received light
sanctions, e.g. a downgrading in step, a temporary
downgrade in rank, or a mere reprimand or written
warning. Since the Commission should assume that
not all cases of wrongdoing are reported to IDOC,
being reported once should carry the real risk of
removal from post if the institution is to uphold the
high standard of integrity that citizens expect of the
EU’s public administration.
IDOC Activity Reports provide an anonymised
summary of cases that were closed with a
sanction.418 Although they are only distributed
within the institutions, they can make the subject of
access to document requests.

RECOMMENDATIONS
3 Declarations of interests submitted by staff
should contain all information on financial
interests and not be limited to information
deemed to be capable of giving rise to a
conflict of interest.
3 Staff on unpaid leave should not be
allowed to take up roles with private
businesses in a sector directly related to
their work at the Commission. In particular,
no lobbying or public relations roles should
be permitted.
3 The Commission should make use more
readily of the sanctions at its disposal,
including removal of post, to ensure a
culture of integrity.
3 The Commission should ensure that the
standard for conduct in EU institutions is
high, including increased ethical training
and awareness-raising.

Whistleblower
protection
Internal whistleblowing rules guaranteeing reporting
channels and protection are essential to fight
corruption and wrongdoing within any institution.
Commission staff are the first to know when
misconduct occurs. However, there is a risk that
those who witnesses it do not report such cases for
fear of retaliation. Instead of being praised for the
bravery at speaking out in defence of the law or of
moral values, whistleblowers are often treated as
spies, traitors and generally seen as untrustworthy.
Without specific protections, whistleblowers may
suffer serious negative consequences: having to
move to another post, being cut out from relevant
workstreams, overlooked for promotions, demoted
or otherwise discriminated against.
Adequate, clear and precise rules that guarantee
protection need to be in place to assure that
whistleblowers’ protection can work efficiently, and
empower people to report wrongdoing, creating a

The European Commission has in recent years greatly advanced the cause of Whistleblowers across Europe, culminating in the
adoption by the co-legislators of the 2019 EU Whistleblowing Directive
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culture of integrity that increases the likelihood that
wrongdoing is deterred, uncovered and penalised.
Inadequate rules, loopholes and lack of clarity or
implementation leads to situations where individuals
are kept from speaking up because they may not
feel sufficiently protected.419
The EU Staff Regulations oblige all civil servants
to report any illegal activity or misconduct they
observe in the course of their work, and oblige
EU institutions to adopt specific whistleblowing
policies.420 The rules specify several ways for
information to be reported and lay down basic
provisions for the protection of whistleblowers. In
2012, the Commission was the first EU institution
to introduce more detailed rules on the protection
of whistleblowers,421 welcomed by the European
Ombudsman422 and also by Transparency
International.423 In late 2015, the Commission carried
out an evaluation to assess the effectiveness of
the Guidelines, and in 2016 concluded that no
amendments were necessary.424

THE ROLE OF OLAF
OLAF is the main recipient of whistleblowing reports
from the Commission, but for OLAF staff this would
mean having to go through their own hierarchy (see
next section on whistleblowing). Nevertheless, the
OLAF Fraud Notification System is a way for OLAF
staff to make anonymous reports.425 One of the
main peculiarities about OLAF is its relationship
to the Commission, given that it is nominally and
functionally independent, but also set up as a
Directorate-General of the Commission. This is not
ideal as OLAF is not just charged with investigating
the Member States, third countries, EU institutions
and bodies, but also investigations within the
Commission. It therefore requires specific measures
to safeguard its independence. OLAF’s mission is
to conduct administrative inquiries into allegations
of fraud, corruption or any other illegal activity that
adversely affects the EU’s financial interests, as well
as administrative irregularities that are breaches of
EU law, or serious breaches of professional duties
by EU officials and Members of the EU institutions.
Member States are traditionally reluctant to expand
OLAF’s operational powers. OLAF’s DirectorGeneral may decide on his or her own initiative to
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open an investigation and whom to charge with it.
It should also be noted that the current DirectorGeneral is himself a former politician (he is a former
Member of the European Parliament, an institution
which falls within OLAF’s remit).
Many OLAF cases revolve around illegal
activities like fraud, regarding corruption or other
irregularities, usually committed by economic
operators as beneficiaries of EU funds in the
Member States or third countries, e.g. in agricultural
funds, or structural and cohesion funds used in
rigged public procurement procedures, including
outside the EU in the case of development aid or
humanitarian funds. However, OLAF also plays a
role in investigating EU officials, in the Commission
as well as in any other EU body, institution or
agency, who are suspected of such irregularities.
A rich body of case law and bilateral memoranda
of understanding regulate OLAF’s prerogatives and
procedural arrangements vis-à-vis these institutions
– for example, the European Investment Bank (EIB)
as well as others are required to immediately inform
OLAF before opening an investigation.426 It therefore
plays an important role in safeguarding the integrity
of all EU institutions, but will generally not disclose
any information about ongoing investigations, which
can drag on for years.
Once OLAF investigations are complete, it has to
rely on national prosecutorial authorities to bring
cases to court, which means prosecution rates
vary widely by Member State.427 According to
the OLAF internal watchdog, “from its inception,
the extent and impact of OLAF’s powers and
composition have been somewhat overshadowed
by the possible creation of a European Prosecutor’s
Office”,428 which was first proposed in 2001. This
also meant that OLAF was never granted the power
to actually prosecute the fraud and corruption
cases it was investigating, due also to the fact that
Member States could not agree on the granting of
such powers. Agreement on the European Public
Prosecutor’s Office (EPPO) was finally found in
mid-2017, but only by using the relatively new tool
of “enhanced cooperation”, which allows a large
number of Member States to pursue EU integration
also in areas where not all countries are willing
to go along. The EPPO will therefore commence
operation in late 2020, but without Hungary, Poland,
Ireland, Sweden and Denmark.

Rates of disciplinary action taken by EU institutions
as regards cases involving EU staff are significantly
higher, with the Commission taking action in two
thirds of cases in which OLAF issues a disciplinary
recommendation, which still means a third of OLAF
disciplinary recommendations go unheeded.429

whistleblower Protection in Public Procurement”
and a “Communication on further measures to
enhance transparency and the fight against tax
evasion and avoidance”, which identified the need
to bolster whistleblowing in these policy fields.

With regard to OLAF’s role as the main
whistleblowing channel for Commission staff,
however, OLAF registered only four cases in 2013,
three cases in 2014,430 two cases in 2015, none in
2016, one in 2017 and two cases in 2018, although
different data are reported in the 2016 Commission
review and answers given by Human Resources
Commissioner Oettinger in 2019.431 OLAF opened
an investigation into one of the cases registered
during the period 2015-2018, and dismissed the
others.

ADAPTING PROTECTION TO THE
2019 DIRECTIVE

These numbers seem very low in view of the 30,000
staff working at the European Commission. There
are several factors that may discourage reporting.
Potential whistleblowers may not feel safe to come
forward. In its 2016 review, the Commission stated
that the low number of whistleblowing cases
was in line with the experience in other public
organisations, even in the US, where whistleblowing
had a longer tradition than in the EU. However,
the Commission also recognised that “every case
involving serious irregularities that goes unreported
and undetected is one too many”.432 One reason
cited by the Commission as to the low number may
be that persons who simply report wrongdoing
openly, without seeking the specific protections
accorded to whistleblowers, are simply not counted
as such.433
The Commission itself stated in its legal proposal
for the 2019 Directive for the protection of persons
reporting on breaches that “where potential
whistleblowers do not feel safe to come forward
with the information they possess, this translates
into underreporting and therefore ‘missed
opportunities’ for preventing and detecting
breaches of Union law which can cause serious
harm to the public interest.”434 Indeed, the
Commission itself has been at the forefront pushing
for greater protection of whistleblowers in Europe,
in studies on “Estimating the Economic Benefits of

In 2018, the Commission adopted a package of
measures435 to strengthen whistleblower protection,
including the landmark proposal that led, in
October 2019, to the adoption of the Directive on
the “Protection of persons reporting on breaches
of Union law”.436 The Directive lays down common
minimum standards across the EU, providing for
a high level of protection of persons reporting on
breaches. Once it is transposed into national law
by Member States, whistleblowers across Europe
will enjoy higher protections than Commission
staff reporting on breaches internally, within the
Commission.
EU staff are not part of the scope of the Directive.
EU staff are covered by the EU Staff Regulations,
which require that every EU institution sets up
an internal whistleblowing policy.437 Commission
staff are covered by Commission guidelines,438
which will not be affected by the EU Directive.439
The Commission’s internal Guidelines apply to all
members of staff, but it is specified that they do
not “strictly speaking apply” to seconded national
experts, trainees, interim staff and local agents
in delegations. The Guidelines encourage those
categories of staff to make use of the arrangements
set out in the Guidelines, promising that the
Commission will protect these categories of staff
against retaliation if they report in good faith. The
fact that this commitment comes in the form of a
footnote may not make it as trustworthy as it could
be.440 Formal inclusion of those categories of staff
would be preferable. According to international
standards and best practices, the personal scope
of whistleblowing rules should be as wide as
possible.441 Wrongdoing can be encountered by
a wide range of individuals, such as consultants,
contractors, providers, interns, student workers,
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temporary workers, former employees, employees
seconded from other organisations, but also
individuals who apply for jobs, contracts or other
funding.442
The Directive has a broader personal scope.
Its Article 4 includes persons who acquired the
information in a work-related context including
for instance workers, self-employed, volunteers
and unpaid trainees, any persons working under
the supervision and direction of contractors,
subcontractors and suppliers, as well as people
who acquired information in a work-based
relationship that has since ended or is yet to begin.
It also includes facilitators, third persons connected
with the reporting persons and who may suffer
retaliation in a work-related context, such as
colleagues or relatives of the reporting person, and
legal entities that the reporting persons own, work
for or are otherwise connected with in a workrelated context. The Commission should broaden
the personal scope of its Guidelines, building on the
principles set out in the Directive.
Another problematic aspect of the Guidelines is
that they explicitly require that the person shall
report in “good faith”. While no one would want
to encourage malicious or fraudulent reporting,
the good faith requirement itself is vague, and
cannot easily be proven. Ultimately, it can be
perceived as shifting the focus from assessing the
merits of the information provided to investigating
the whistleblower’s motives, exposing them to
suspicion and personal attacks. This can be a
serious deterrent to potential whistleblowers.
Changing a culture around whistleblowing – going
from pleasing one’s hierarchical superiors towards
a culture of integrity, in which no one stands above
the law – is difficult. Undue emphasis on malicious
reporting, when the vast majority of reports can
be expected to be made in good faith, is unlikely
to incentivise potential whistleblowers to come
forward.
This is why the Transparency International principles
make no reference to good faith and only require “a
reasonable belief that the information is true at the
time it is disclosed”. The Council of Europe goes
further by stating that their Principle number 22 “has
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been drafted in such a way as to preclude either
the motive of the whistleblower in making the report
or disclosure of his or her good faith in so doing
as being relevant to the question of whether or not
the whistleblower is to be protected.”443 The focus
of whistleblower legislation should be the message
rather than the messenger. A good example can
be found in the Directive that does not consider the
whistleblower motive for reporting.
In relation to the procedure, the main objective
of whistleblowing is to prevent or put an end to
wrongdoing. It is thus important that the recipient
of the disclosure is in a position to address the
reported wrongdoing. Often, this may be the direct
superior of the prospective whistleblower. This is
why alternative reporting channels must be available
to enable whistleblowing. These mechanisms need
to earn the trust of prospective whistleblowers, so
people feel comfortable using it. The Council of
Europe recommends that several types of reporting
avenues should be made available and that the
circumstances of each case determine which is the
most appropriate channel to use. There are three
main avenues for reporting wrongdoing: reporting
within the workplace (to one’s hierarchy), to the
authorities (within the institution) and to external
parties (“the public” or journalistic outfits).444
The Commission’s Guidelines allow two internal
channels and an external channel. The internal
channel is the default channel that should be
followed by each whistleblower. The first option
is reporting in writing to the immediate superior
or the Director-General or Head of Service. The
second internal option consists of the possibility
to bypass these authorities if there are concerns
that disclosure may lead to retaliation or that
the recipient of the report is implicated in the
irregularities. In this case the staff member can
address their report to the Secretary-General of the
Commission or directly to OLAF.445
The external channel is characterised as an
option of last resort “ensuring accountability and
transparency for maladministration within the EU
institutions and for failure to address potential
irregularities internally.”446 This channel allows
whistleblowers to report to other EU institutions,

such as to the Presidents of the European Court of
Auditors, the Council or the European Parliament,
or to the European Ombudsman, as provided for in
Article 22(b) of the EU Staff Regulations.
According to international standards, the protection
to report directly to the public should be granted
in cases of urgent or grave public or personal
danger, or persistently unaddressed wrongdoing
that could affect the public interest.447 The Directive
represents this type of best practice, and in
Article 15, prescribes the possibility for potential
whistleblowers to be protected when, under specific
circumstances, they make a public disclosure.448
Therefore, in building on the best practices
established with the Directive, the Commission
should commit to granting protection also to
persons making public disclosures under specific,
well-defined circumstances.
Finally, and in view of the very low number
of recorded whistleblowers to date, the
Commission should extend protections granted to
whistleblowers even if they report anonymously, via
OLAF’s Fraud Notification System. Again, the aim
is not to encourage a proliferation of anonymous
reports; this should be a last resort. However, the
lack of trust on the side of potential whistleblowers

that they will indeed be protected makes this
a necessary addition to a state-of-the-art
whistleblowing policy. Indeed, anonymous reporting
already occurs regularly by staff who create email
addresses using pseudonyms or provide unsigned
written evidence.

RECOMMENDATIONS
3 A revision of the Commission’s
internal rules should bring current the
whistleblower protections in line with the
provisions of the 2019 directive.
3 Commission services should increase
awareness raising on staff rights and
obligations related to whistleblowing
and provide systematic trainings for
management empowered to receive
disclosures.
3 OLAF should have all necessary powers
to fulfil its mission. Its operational
independence and the transparency and
integrity of its procedures, including due
process, must be strengthened.
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